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The Current Outlook
FROM THE ROSICRUCIAN VIEWPOINT

2 onrae 3ournegs Dn
WILTON JOSEPH DARROW

[IITH
the passing of Wilton Joseph Darrow the Rosicrucian

Fellowship sustained a loss that will long be felt by it from
center to circumference. For more than a quarter of a century

he has served the organization at Headquarters and in the field in va
rious capacities as teacher, lecturer, editor, adviser, and executive. He
knew well the institution he served, its teachings, purposes, and prob
lems, and by long devotion to its many claims became inseparably
identified with it and all that it stood for.

It was not long after the founding of the Fellowship in 1911 that
Mr. Darrow became actively associated with one of its Centers. That
was in New York City, where he was at that time engaged in structural
engineering. While his professional work had carried him to a point
where large responsibilities and a highly successful career were such
as to have left little chance in the average man's mind to admit of any
competing interest, it had not closed Mr. Darrow's mind and heart to
the spiritual call that came to him from the Brothers of the Rose Cross
as they made known their purposes for releasing afresh the Ageless
Wisdom contained in the Temple Teachings through their specially
chosen emissary, Max Heindel. This fact is in itself quite remarkable,
and serves to indicate something of the distinctive worth and quality
of his contribution to the Fellowship and the teachings which it pro
mulgates.

As this world goes it is only rarely that a young man who is
rapidly rising in professional name, income, and accomplishment re
nounees them all for a materially profitless career on the path of Spirit.
This would be particularly true of one in a profession linked so closely
to the world of material pursuits as civil engineering. But this is
what Mr. Darrow did. He was a junior member of the New York firm
of Balcom and Darrow which then had to its structural engineering
credit buildings of such national note as the Grand Central Station and
the Biltmore Hotel in New York. Other buildings in New York to be
mentioned are the Aeolian Hall, Eagle Building, 20th Street and Fourth

_Ave., and the Y.M.C.A. building on Park Avenue. To this list are to
be added prominent buildings in Detroit, Grand Rapids, Dallas, and
Seattle, and most outstanding of all from a spiritual viewpoint, he de
signed and superintended the steel framework of the Healing Temple
at Mt. Eeclesia.

Such was the professional standing of Mr. Darrow in 1919 when,
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after the passing of Max Heindel, he felt the special call to go to Head

quarters at Mt. Ecclesia and there place his gift at the disposal of the
Fellowship. And to that call he remained faithful to the end, regard
less of repeated calls from the firm he had left to rejoin them in their
expanding development.

One chief characteristic of Mr. Darrow's work in the Fellowship
was naturally derived from his scientific bent: It was structural engi
neering of the Spirit. It was making religion scientific. It was ex

pounding to the mystic the reason for things. It was opening the eyes
of the materialist to the veiled side of life. It was demonstrating to
the questioner how the wheels go round, and how energies act and react
in the moral and spiritual worlds even as they do in this. For all this
he had a special aptitude. Spiritual science called for it and spiritual
science received it. The Fellowship needed it and to the Fellowship
he gave it unstinted and without price.

In· the present state of human consciousness esoteric movements
attract more soaring imaginations than they do logical intellects. They
draw more into their fold who, having become disillusioned with the
material world, want to dissociate themselves from it than they do bal
aneed individuals who have coped successfully with the world of prae
tical affairs and whose desire it becomes to harness the powers they have
laid hold on in the outer personal sphere to the concerns of· the Spirit.
Such a man was Mr. Darrow and therein lay the most valued feature
of the important contribution which he made to the cause of a more
highly and perfectly integrated life.

For the greater number of his years at Mt. Eeelesia he was in
charge of editorial work. In the thirties he lectured extensively
for the Fellowship covering virtually the whole of the United States.
In 1938 he gave a series of radio broadcasts on the Rosicrucian
philosophy. These talks were also made available to the public in
printed form.

'

The many thousands of Fellowship students and friends who
through the years had come to know this brother serving the Rose Cross,
will feel a very personal loss in his going. 'They will miss a comrade of
sound sense, of moral integrity, of spiritual idealism, and of selfless
service. But with that sense of loss will come also one of gratitude for
the good he brought, the service he rendered, the purposes he strength
ened. Also in the light of the philosophy he did so much to promulgate,
there will be satisfaction in the thought of the richness of the planting
that has now come to harvest, the enlarged powers that will follow from
the reaping, and the greater freedom and broader enterprises that he
will enjoy in the interim between the earth life just closed and another
that lies before.

For a time we had Mr. Darrow's companionship here; now from
over there. Personal links break ; bonds of the Spirit endure.---. -Theodore Helie.
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Enforced Vegetarianism. . .

I]HE great mass of hum~nity
•

d~e~ ~;ery little original thinking,
following almost blindly the ideas expressed and the courses
of action outlined by a few great minds belonging to eaeh

successive age. If any person doubts the truth of this assertion he will
not need to study religious or profane history for any great length of
time in order to verify it. The Bible is full of instruction and direc
tion given by such men as Dariiel, Joshua, Samuel, et cetera, and it is
quite a common thing to read that at various times in the life of each
of" them heavenly visitors appeared and not only gave instruction
but assurance of help in the management of the affairs of the people
whom they were guiding and directing. In Daniel, tenth and eleventh
chapters, much insight is given into the working of the Invisible Gov
ernment and how the Great Ones composing it can be contacted.

Later in history such names as Confucius, Mohamet, Francis
Bacon, Robert Fludd, Comenius, Washington, and Lincoln stand out
in bold relief, each one being destined to perform a· certain definite
work for the uplift of humanity. Always when the need is urgent, a
physical instrument appears ready and able to receive direction from
the Invisible Government and pass it on to the people. :

In the great scheme of evolution nothing is ever left to chance. The
great Leaders in charge of evolution see to that. In planning and
carrying out their work they take everything into consideration, the
food of man included, for food has a great deal to do with his develop
ment. Nothing is too insignificant or too small to escape their atten
tion. 'Tell me what you eat and I will tell you what you are,'' is a
great truth demonstrated in the development of mankind. And this
brings us to the subject of ''Enforced Vegetarianism.''

Most people feel- that a meal without meat is incomplete believing
it to be the most strengthening food we have. Nothing could be more
erroneous; science has proved that nourishment obtained from vege
tables really has a greater sustaining power than meat.

There is every indication today that we are entering a new age
where extreme selfishness must give place to the brotherhood. of man,
an age where man will no longer be compelled to kill his fellow man in
order to existan age in which cooperation will supersede competition;
an age in which the strong will no longer oppress the weak. Before
this change can come about it is evident that man must first desist from
a diet which fosters ferocity, murder, and bloodshed, and so it does not
seem at all farfetehed that judging from the continued shortage of
meat, the most advanced of the race, discovering that perfect health
does not depend upon flesh food, will voluntarily turn to the more
wholesome vegetarian diet, and that in time the masses will follow.
Neither is it hard to imagine that the consumption of dead animal
bodies will become as obnoxious to the more enlightened as cannibalism
is to the masses today.

341
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THE

MYSTIC LIGHT

• • •

The Shekinah Glory

#A

By ANN BARKHURST

Out of the abyss of the Unknowable comes the One

And from the One the Mystic Rose of the Living Universe. l
N this article we have mystically
treated the meaning of the She
kinah Glory. Hebrew seers

understood that the human intellect
and vision, being finite, could not see
and know God, either as the Supreme
Being or as the Solar Logos in its purest
essence ; for human reason goes no
higher than the World of Abstract
Thought where the Ego functions. Yet
they also knew that there is a spiritual
perception, or intuition, as far above
ordinary reason as that is above cu
ning; for that perception, or divine
knowing, is the fruitage of what Rosi
crucian mystics call the Life Spirit or
Christ Within, Wisdom or Gnosis.
( Greek mythology also tells us of
Gnostos who was the husband of Circe,
and from whom one of the Sibyls was
descended.) If we call this inward im
pression Intuition we shall have perhaps
the best approach, though that is but
a feeble word to express its cosmic

• glories.
Now it is by this Mediator, the Christ

Within, the Life Spirit or Love-Wisdom
Principle, that the human being is able

to sense the Presence of God, 'THE
ONE, in mystic communion. Even
the humblest of mortals has this power,
for it is an innate faculty of the Spirit
or Godhead in man, an integral part of .

his essential Being. It manifests as the
sense of unity-which is a true uni
versal sense-in which we love our
neighbor as ourselves.

Thus by meditation on the Christ
Within we perceive, we actually sense,
the Presence of God: but that Presence
is invisible. It is a communion at the
altar of the heart where Christ is High
Priest after the Order of Melchizedek ;
for as demonstrated in the Western Wis
dom Teachings, the messages of the
Christ Within are received first in the
heart and afterward in the head.

Therefore the mystic knows God in
his heart before he can see any evidence
of God either with physical or spiritual
eyes. But the time comes when to his
awakening perceptions the Presence of
God becomes visible. Not as a person,
nor as a thing, but as LIGHT: God is
Light I Wherever and whenever the
mystic feels the Presence in his heart,
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Light appears. Light-a radiant, tran
scendent glory-the Glory of Godhead -
and in that Light the Spiritual Uni
verse, the Mystic Rose, becomes visible
to his enraptured vision.

The Mystic, in adoration at his heart's
altar, realizes his oneness with that
Spiritual Universe and can commune at
will with its glorious inhabitants.

We are taught in the Cosmo-Concep
tion that before Christ's advent, His
Spiritual Power came to us by way of
the Moon, or Jehovistic channel: That
is, it came to us indirectly, by reflec
tion from without, by way of the Jeho
vistic consciousness, which in terms of
human experience means through the
collective race consciousness. Initia
tion under Jehovah-God was not indi
vidual but racial. It was accomplished
through the Initiate 's union with the
Spirit of his tribe, which in the case of
the Israelites was the Archangel Mi
chael. Even in the Mosaic period In
itiation into the Solar Mysteries
( i.e. Christ Mysteries) was still re
ceived by way of the intermediating
Lunar power ; thus in the Zohar it is
said that Moses became the Light of the
Moon by reason of his union with She
kinah. The Shekinah Glory was the
visible Presence of God, considered
feminine in esoteric (not esoteric)
Judaism, as when it was said that Moses
married Shekinah. In Phoenician the
ology the goddess was often called the
Face, or manifestation, of the god, and
the Hebrews speak of Shekinah in exr

actly the same way; and this abstraet
term tends to supplant all older, more
anthropomorphic names for the Holy
Spirit. An apocryphal document quotes
Jesus of Nazareth as referring to the
Holy Spirit, My Mother. And the
Manicheans call the Mother of Christ
'the virgin of Light.''

This Glory of Shekinahthis Light
which signals the Presence of God and
in which the living universe is re
vealed-is always feminine to the an
cient seer. She is the Eurydice of the

Orphic, she is the Queen of the Ocean
of Light of Enoch, she is Isis of the
Egyptians, she is Ishtar of the Stars.
She is the Bride, the Light, with whom
the Unknowable is wed at the dawn of
creation and from the joy of whose
union the spiritual universe is born,
alive and glowing as a Holy Child. God
and Shekinah (and all things included)
are one and indissoluble: "Behold, 0
Israel, the Lord our God is ONE.'' So
also the universe, made after His image
and in His likeness, is ONE, a spiritual
Unity.

In the ancient Hebrew dispensation,
the Light of the Presence was mani
fested in its own particular way for the
enlightenment of the Israelites. That
way, adapted to the evolutionary needs
of the Hebrews, was through the earthly
mediation of the High Priest once each
year in the dark chamber of the Holy of
Holies, where God revealed His pres
enee in Light above the Merey Seat.
''And Glory (Shekinah) shone around.''
In that Light, revealing It and revealed
by It, stood the angel of the Lord con

veying the Teachings.
That this relationship of the She

kinah Glory to Michael and the angelie
hosts was generally understood among
Hebrew mystics is shown in the
apocryphal Revelation of Esdras-not
to be confused with the famous Apoe
alypse designated either II Esdras or
IV Ezra-where we read: "It came to
pass in the thirtieth year. . . . I was in
my house. And I cried out and said to
the Most High: Lord, give the glory, in
order that I may see Thy mysteries!
And when it was night, there came an
angel, Michael the Archangel.'

The inner chamber, the adytum or
Holy of Holies, was truly dark to the
physical senses, but the High Priest
had set alight the Glory of Shekinah in
his own heart, and it was that interior
light which shone before him as he drew
aside the curtain which hung before the
Most Holy. That sacred curtain (ae
cording to an ancient tradition) was,
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in the time of Christ, a Babylonian cur- the spiritual worlds. Many have seen
tain, interwoven with roses of pure gold. the Light in which the soul world is

We know that when the vernal equi- continuously bathed. Many have felt,
nox (the Passover) preceded from the as well as seen, that Light. But few
constellation Taurus into Aries, the realize that that Light which to the
Taurean Aphrodite-worship (which in- soul-sense is so very tangible has a
cludes both Moon and Venus) among meaning, and that its meaning is the
the ancient Hebrews was gradually presence of Intelligence. A lack of spir
superseded by the Arian Sun-worship. itual intelligence is experienced by the
This merely means, however, that the soul as darkness; and that is why the
Feminine Principle was worshiped se- Hades of the pagan world was a dim
eretely, in esoteric rites, while the Mas- and dusky region where the shades
culine Principle played the dominant wandered about in pallor and silence
role in the exoteric rites. Once each when not in actual torment.
year the High Priest entered the Holy But if the spirit can both see and
of Holies on the Day of Atonement feel, it can also hear; and there is a
when the Sun was near the autumnal SOUND which strikes the interior ear
equinox, which at that time occurred in like the sweet chiming of a bell. Now
the constellation Libra, the Sign of it is interesting to know that in Hebrew
Judgment. (It is now in Virgo, but tradition the Shekinah Glory was fre
the Scorpio Atonement and Libra Judg- quently accompanied by the sound of
ment continue as the keynote of the the tinkling of bells; which reveals to
holy Day, for Judaism has· lost the us at once the symbolical meaning of
ancient esoteric key to its true meaning.) the twelve bells which adorned the hem

The Bible tells us nothing of any cele- of the High Priest's robe and which
hration at the winter solstice. It was gave out their delicate music as he en
not until the second century B.C. that tered the Holy of Holies.
the Feast of Lights was instituted, sup- It is a curious faet that jewels owe
posedly to celebrate the restoration of much of their magical glamor to their
Jahweh-worship in the Temple at Jer. likeness to certain aspects of the spirit
usalem. At ·this feast, devout Hebrews world; they do, in a very real sense,
placed lighted candles in the windows speak directly into the spirit itself.
of their houses to- celebrate the return Thus the crystal gives off, when struck,
of the true Light to the sanctuary. the sound of a little bell; and the purity
Curiously enough, all this took place on of the sound is determined by the pur
December 25th! How can we doubt ity of the crystal. 'Therefore, in the
that an esoteric understanding is the '' new tongue'' of mysticism, the crystal
basis of this Feast or that somewhere in is the stone of feminine purity and
ancient Israel it has its counterpart in 'chastity, and its bell-like music er
secret rites ·and teachings T presses the utter sweetness which is the

It is generally known among mystics spirit-touch of the Divine Feminine.
that Light symbolizes understanding, For this reason Elsa, the pure Maiden
and therefore Wisdom. Like all gen- of the Grail story, when in distress ranguine mystical pronouncements, this has a little bell which was heard in the
its foundation in the phenomena of the starry interior of the Grail Castle, and
soul world, which in its turn is gov- hearing the sound of that bell the spiriterned by metaphysical Law: the Sper- Hero came to her rescue.
maticos Logos (Generative Reason) of But whether the Ego is in feminine or
the Stoic. Many mystics have seen the masculine incarnation, the crystal is
Interior Sun, the Sun of the Soul, which always the symbol of that clarity of
is an emanation from the Christ Sun of spirit in which alone the Spiritual Uni.
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verse is revealed to the inward vision.
For God is the Great Crystal holding
within Himself the image of the Spir
ital Universe, like a seryer's vision;
and in His likeness are we, as Virgin
Spirits, made-a multitude of little
crystals, holding within our transparent
orbs a minute reflection of the same
Spiritual Universe, which is in the form
of Macrocosmos, the Divine Man, Chris
tos. Hence the mystic Invocation of
the Crystal:

In clearness and in ultimate purity
Keep Thou my spirit I Turn it

skillfully :

By Thy touch loosen the ineffable
Sweet sound of its imprisoned bell,

• 0 Dweller in the Crystal!

We may add that hearing the bell
sound is a fairly common mystical ex

perience. Theosophists speak of '' astral
bells'' for example; and to the etherie
sense the heart may be heard tolling
like a church bell in its body fastnesses.
'A.E.'', the celebrated Irish mystic,
has described an experience of his own
in which the Serpent Fire rushed up
ward in his body to the accompaniment
of a sound as of clashing cymbals
another aspect of the bell phenomenon:

Now when the Master Jesus de
scended into the Jordan at the Baptism,
we are told in one of the Apocrypha, he
was surrounded by fire; and when He
came up from the fire the Glory of God
descended upon Him and from within
the Glory Cloud came the Word : "This
is my beloved Son in whom I am well
pleased.'' Henceforth not Mary, but
Shekinah, is the Mother of Christ:
The Holy Spirit, My Mother''! Clem

ent of Alexandria writes, ''Baptized
we are enlightened; enlightened, we are
made sons; made sons we are perfected;
I', he saith, 'said ye, are gods and sons
of the Most High, all of you.' This
Work has many names; it is called gift
(grace), enlightenment, perfection,
baptism... the Perfect will give what
is p.erfect.

' '

. .

Even in the Old Testament proper, as
well as in Gnostic documents and va
rious Apocrypha, we fpd Wisdom (She
Who Enlightens) spoken of as feminine.
This is the Gnosis and Sophia of the
Gnosties. In Proverbs IV we read:'' Wisdom is the principal thing. . . .

Exalt HER and SHE shall promote
thee; SHE shall bring thee to honor
when thou dost embrace HER. She
shall give to thine head an ornament of

grace: a Crown of Glory shall SHE
deliver to thee.'' A Crown of Glory!
Yes, for she is herself Glory: THE
LIGHT.

Esoteric students often wonder why
there is no mention of theDivine Femi
nine in Hebrew Scriptures, since it is
obvious that a Creator cannot be mascu
line only. Here we have the answer:
the Hebrews did recognize the Femi
nine Principle under the name of Wis
dom. Wisdom is the Comforter who
teaches all things to Her disciples. lt
was not until after the early centuries
of Christianity had passed away that
this truth was forgotten by the orthodox
Church and the Comforter-truly a
feminine conceptlooked upon as mas-
euline.

'

It is interesting to know, too, that re
cent archeological discoveries in Pales
tine include at least one inscription in
which the name Anath, a goddess, is
coupled with that of Jahweh (Jehovah).
Now the same name occurs in Phoe
nician records, nd Hellenistie Phoe
nicians identified Anath with the Greek
goddess of wisdom, Athena, she who
sprang fully powered from the Mind of
God; i.e., the forehead of Zeus. 'Thus
in prehistoric Israel Wisdom is Anath,
the wife of Jahweh. 'The Gnostics iden
tified Jahweh (Jehovah) with Zeus, the
All-Father of the Greeks, who to the
Greeks was also 'Our Father who art
in heaven.'' Athena, as we all know,
was a Virgin Goddess.

Despite all this, the odd belief in a
God without a feminine principle en

dures with astonishing tenacity among
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the orthodox. Milton, in Paradise Lost,
causes Adam to exclaim reproachfully
to Eve: 'O that we were as the angels,
without a feminine l

'' Yet Hebrew mys
ticism most assuredly recognized an
angelic feminine as well as an angelic
masculine ; although the most authorita
tive opinion seems always to have been
that the angelic hosts are not sexed be
ings in any human sense, but express
both the masculine and feminine po
tencies at one and the same time. Fra
Angelico follows this latter tradition in
his painting, although to the discerning
his angels seem to be quite definitely
masculine, for they express the WILL
of God, which is like an axis of steel in
the spirit, around which the whole con
sciousness revolves.

Only a little study of ancient litera
ture makes it clear that Hebrew mys
tics in common with the rest of the an
cient world did recognize a Cosmic
Feminine. Students interested in veri
fying this for themselves will read care
fully the Wisdom literature in the
Bible, and also apocryphal works like
Ecclesiasticus, the Book of the Wisdom
of Jesus. This is the Jesus, so often con
fused with Jesus of Nazareth by occult
students, (see Cosmo-Conception, page
379) who took the Egyptian Initiation.
He was an Alexandrian Jew who lived
about one hundred years before Christ.
('The Britannica says he came to Egypt
in the year 132 B.C.) His book pur
ports to be a translatin of his grand
father's work in Hebrew, written in
Palestine; the grandfather's name also
being Jesus. But there is much illu
minating information on the meaning
of Wisdom in Ecclesiasticus, despite evi
denee of tampering by the orthodox.
The beauty and power of the Alexan
drian Jesus' concept of the Eternal
Feminine is beyond description, but we
must enter into that concept in Spirit
and in Truth if we are really to appre
ciate it.

Most beautiful and thought-stimulat
ing of all the Wisdom writings in the

orthodox canon, however, is the Song
of Songs; this is the love song of the
mystic who aspires to the union with
the Celestial Feminine. Scholars agree
that this Song could not have been- the
work of the historic King Solomon, but
he is made its hero and central figure be
cause he is Israel's lover of Wisdom,
par excellence.

•

At the Council of
Jamnia, 100 A.D., this great Song was
very nearly excluded from the Hebrew
canon, but thanks to the impassioned
eloquence of the world-renowned mys
tic Rabbi Akiba (whose influence on
Israel was in other respects most un
fortunate) it was granted the place
which it now occupies in the old Testa
ment. He of course gave it a purely
nationalistic interpretation, as being the
love song of God for His chosen people,
but the esotericist sees in it the love song
of the Mystic Marriage of the Spirit
with the God Within; which is the great
Mystery of Gnosis. Or, to use modern
terminology, the union of the lower with
the Higher Self, the little with the Great
Self, the transmutation of the human
into the angelic, the discovery of the
Man or Woman (Angel) Within, as
Max Heindel describes it in his dis
cussion of Tannhauser in Mysteries of
the Great Operas.

Benediction
By IRENE STANLEY

God give you peace today, beloved
one;

Great calm that can but deepen and
increase,

Like a blue river shining in the sun.
God give you peace !

God give you joy-indwelling happi
ness

No circumstance can lessen or destroy ;
With strength sufficient for the hour

of stress,
God give you joy I
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The Alchemist
By FAITH ALLEN

(I
O those interested in occult or
philosophical teachings, the
word Alchemy contains fasci

nating possibilities. We imagine a
laboratory of medieval design, high
vaulted ceilings, retorts, vapors, the
red glow of flames brewing strange
concoctions, and the Alchemist-old,
wise, patient, and possessed of vast
learning beyond our ken. We. do not
envisage the hours of study, of experi
mentation, of failures and discourage
ment, or the patient and persistent
courage of the one who picks up again
at the point of failure'and carries on
he who once again begins the hours of
even more careful research, the plan
ning of new proportions, new tempera
tures or new elements; the disregard of
possible failure. Failure! So what!
One point gained in a lifetime is re
ward enough for the man who seeks
only to add to the world's scant store
of knowledge. If the attempts seem
vain and no success crowns his efforts,
what matter? His life has been devoted
to the service of his science, and sue
eeeding physical Alchemists may find
the very element he missed, or maybe
some portion of his work will give a
clue which will guide future experi
menters to success. What more noble
aim can be conceived than that of con
tributing some small bit to the en
lightenment of one's fellow man T

The study of material Alchemy is
much too profound for the average run
of persons to devote much time or effort
to in these busy days, but if we do not
feel equal to physical Alchemy, we can
all find both fascinating and profitable
the time or effort given to Mental Al
ehemy. Mental Alchemy is well within
the scope of any individual and requires
no long hours of study, no expensive

paraphernalia. The experiments occur
during the daily round of activities re-

, '9

quiring only determination, the will to
succeed, and an awareness of the oppor
tunity at hand.

You may ask, 'What good will all
that be to met' You may say, 'This
Alchemy stuff was just a .dream of
crack-brained, doddering old scholars
of the middle ages." To which we replyy. '

ou are all wrong ! It is true that
Alchemists of old dealt with spiritual
qualities, and the formulas hidden in
chemical symbols refer to spiritual ele
ments, but modern thinkers, who are at
tracted to the mysteries, feel that maybe
there is something to Mental Alchemy,
and as such, it is being studied here and
in Canada along very scientific lines, by
young hard-headed students who are
getting some very interesting results,
if you please!' You may come back
with this: "Alchemy is the changing of
base metal to precious metal If a pro
eess IS found, of what value will it
be Y'' Well, it WILL be found, for
whatever man seeks in patience and in
faith will be revealed to him in course
of time-it CAN be done I

We may not need more precious metal
than we have, but we do need the def
nite knowledge that, if we seek long
enough (lifetimes, if necessary), we
shall find the answer to whatever prob
lem we wish to solve. And that discov
ery in itself is of enough importance to
justify the efforts of all who have dedi-

cated their lives to the search for truth
even though they may appear to the
world as failures, and their efforts seem
ingly useless.

The true scientist, along any line, is
an impersonal type of being. He seeks
only the formula and the skill to achieve
the solution of his problem. The re-
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ward has been his all along the way.
The intellectual enjoyment of research
has been his, the scanning of ancient
manuscripts, the excitement of experi
ments, this small success, that short cut,
this glimpse of final achievement; the
increasing familiarity with elements;
added skill in concocting potions as the
days go by; the discernment of critical
moments, the sudden decisions to be
made when it becomes· necessary to
alter the trend of the experiment; the
time when he realizes that the jibes of
his associates no longer hurt him; the
day when he comes face to face with
God as he pursues his effortsall these
are the rewards he receives. And the
richness of the experiences transcends all
weariness, all vigils, even failures. The
Alchemist has transmuted the base
metal of physical effort to the precious
metal of mental satisfaction and spir
itual growth. In reality he has not
failed-he CANNOT fail!

''But, this Mental Alchemy,'' some
one pipes up, '' I have never heard of
it!" .

Well, Mental Alchemy is the science
of transmuting the base elements of
negative, shall we say IGNORANT
thought, into the precious, pure element
of spiritual thinking. It is the art or
science referred to by Paul as 'putting
on that same mind which was in Christ
Jesus,'' the thinking of the pure, the
good, the true, the 'what-so-ever
things'' he admonished us to think on.
You may be inclined to shrug this one
off as very impractical, if not impos
sible. You may say it would unfit one
for daily .contact with the wily citizens
of the world, but I assure you that is
untrue. There is nothing so baffling to
the 'wily citizen'' as the truly straight
thinker-the fellow who sees only ulti
mate good, whose searching statements
and forthright attitudes bewilder and
upset all of his routine thinking. Let
me state that after years of testing, the
writer can say that if you persist in
calling a person, thing, or circumstance

GO0OD, good will come of it. The trans
mutation may take years, but there is
all eternity at your service to assist you
in the process. The real, the true, the
good IS eternal and somewhere in every
thing; and it is well worth the time in
volved in discovering it.

It is not an easy task the Mental Al
chemist has set for himself, this trans
muting of· evil into good. It needs a
determination which can become an
agony at times. In spite of all discom
fort, or-worst of all-in spite of jibes
and loneliness, we decree that GOOD
shall come of this. We unceasingly aver
that GOOD is omnipresent and, there
fore, contained WITHIN the problem.
We recognize the hidden element and
through feeding that element, its own
leavening property permeates the cir
cumstance or condition, and one day we
behold the good emerge and that whieh
we called evil will disintegrate and dis
appear. We have made a successful
experiment! We have added knowledge
to our lore, and the succeeding trans
mutations will become increasingly in
teresting as we learn to recognize the
phases of the experiments, and with
greater skill, discern the presence of the
hidden element-good.

Take, for instance the case of Uncle
Abner's antagonism to Elizabeth Jane,
whom we admire so much. She is very
modern, her principles are fine, but
Uncle Abner, bless him, doesn't like
sla&ks, nor high heels and peeping toes,
nor rosy finger nails, nor does he fall
for amusing hats. All of these things
occupy his attention so thoroughly that
he does not see how bravely Beth is
carrying on now that Ted is in New
Guinea. He does not think she is doing
so much because she supports her mother
and young son. It really is embarrassing
when he blusters out of the room every
time Elizabeth Jane breezes in. We are
rather inclined to chide him severely,
though he really is a dear. Elizabeth
Jane doesn't mind. She says, "Let him
alone, honey. I'll make him love me.
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At least he is thinking of me. Give me

time; some day he will see me instead of
the frivolities he finds no annoying.''
You see, Beth is Uncle Abner's grand
child, so he feels he can be as rude to
her as he pleases-for her own good.

So we two, Beth and I, went into a
a huddle, and agreed that nothing but
good could come of this situation, and
we blessed the old dear, and Beth would
plant a kiss upon his stormy head, and
leave him to insult an empty room
which grows monotonous eventually.

Weeks passed, and we could not dis
eern any improvement.' Perhaps Uncle
Abner did not sputter quite so loudly,
or say quite such cutting things, and
we noticed Beth and been wearing dif
ferent shoes lately for just trotting
about. Junior remarked one day that
Grandpa had said that Beth wouldn't
be so bad if she had a little more sense.
Softening? Maybe, just a little. Time
and patience and stubborn affirming
of good, good, good. Yesterday the ex

periment was finished. Beth came down
stairs on her way to work as Uncle
Abner and I stood talking in the hall.
She looked lovely in a trim, dark blue
suit, very tailorish, neat black pumps,
a snug little hat, and lightly tinted
finger nails. She walked over to Uncle
Abner and, standing beside him, laid
her hand on his arm and said, 'Grand-

. father, I have always loved you. Can't
we be friends! Look at me! I am
really grown up now. I will try to be
more gracious and modestmore like
Grandmother! I will wear what is
suitable to the occasion, regardless of
what others wear. Won't you love me
a little, Granddad?°

I wish you might have seen Uncle
Abner straighten up. He turned to
me. 'I always said Beth was a good
girl and would get over her fool ideas.
My dear, how could I help loving you?'
And that is one way it can work. Funny
thing though, I hadn't thought of chang
ing Elizabeth Jane !

And there was the time I undertook-,-- « t,

to straighten out Natalie's affairs.
Natalie's husband was unbalanced. He
was a splendid chap, but a long pe
riod of emotional strain in the last war
had made him suspicious and irritable,
and he suffered tortures from an over
wrought imagination. Now THAT was
a test! It was harder for Natalie to
discern GOOD in that situation than it
was for me, for she had to live with one
whom she loved so dearly, and who had
developed a streak of mental cruelty
that was almost unbearable. Of course
she had a bit of a break in that she knew
Max was a really fine person and with
that one quality of good to base her
course upon she started out. ''GOOD is
everywhere-IN everything!'

This was her statement, and with
nerves tense and tears choking her voice
at times, she would declare that truth
at every opportunity. Not when Max
could bear it, you know, unless it was
disguised in a casual remark about his
good health, his good memory, his good
taste, et cetera. It took five years of
heartbreaking effort. We had to reas
sure ourselves often. It WOULD work,
we said, our faith- was being tested, but
we knew the principle governing the
case and we held firmly to the law.

It was not easy to think the "what
so-ever things" when we heard false
accusations, taunts, and revilings. It
would have been easy to scorn and rage,
but Natalie knew Max was suffering,
and she insisted that compassion be her
emotion, and prayer her comfort and
strength. That is a victory no one can
appreciate who has never had to choose
his thought conclusions, or school his
emotions, We did not think of it then
but that effort alone was good. When
it was all over, Natalie never feared a
test again. She felt equal to every
situation, and confident of a good out
come. Of course it ended rightly. It
always does if your faith is established.
Not always as you had hoped or ex
pected, but the right-the better way.
Slowly Max recoveredhis poise. His
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remarks, in course of time, were kinder,
his outbursts less frequent, and he was
fine enough to apologize for his rough re
marks when he was more himself. 'THAT
takes courage too! Now, he is begin
ning to be interested in this different
way of thinking. Can you dream of
any lovelier ending than having the most
wonderful man in the world travel the
PATH with you? I can't.

Undoubtedly many a poor Alchemist
of old plodded on his weary round of
research and experimentation and de
layed results with a feeling that it was
all so futile. What, after all, had he
accomplished, what contributed to the
world! Apparently nothing. Such mo-
ments in any life are tragic, and we,
ourselves, have periods when all our .

efforts to enlighten, to comfort, to gov
ern our own affairs rightly, seem vain.
Apparently we are getting nowhere.
Just marking time is no fun! No
miracles occur, the family is not startled
by our spiritual attainments, our tal
ents do not seem outstanding to anyone
but ourselves. Our service to society
does not attract any attention, and yet
time is crowded to capacity with activi
ties which once seemed vital. Call it
"GOOD," my friend. Utter the decree
that GOOD SHALL come of each and
every activity and incident of your life.
Though all the world set itself against
you, declare that good is in it, and your
patient, loyal, undaunted steadfastness
will bring forth good as its fruitand
the fruit (result) is the evidence of the
hidden element you have sought. Pres
ently a day will come when Cousin Ruth
will say to Aunt Letty, "Have you no
ticed that things always come out right
for Jacquelin?' And Aunt Letty
will reply, "Yes, I have noticed, but
more than that I have noticed her poise.
She is so sure of results. No circum
stance seems to upset her for long. She
is a tower of strength. I do not see how
she does it!'' You hadn't realized the
change yourself. You have been so in
terested in the problems and process of

transmutation, so fascinated in the de

velopment of one event into another
circumstance, and so intent upon chas
ing into the open, the element called
good that you haven't been aware of
what all the thinking of constructive
thoughts has done for you. Why, you
are almost gay again. Life is zestful!
It is full to overflowing with interest.
What if you are not praised and petted
and humored by the family ; there is an
interesting experiment in the offing,
and a new phase of GOOD is about to
be made manifest.

This discovery of the potency of
steadfast faith and the necessity of en
tertaining only hopeful and construe
tive thoughts and emotions is of im
mense value, not only to yourself but
to others as well. It is said that every
time one person makes an overcoming,
he has elevated the entire human race
raised the averageand those of his
particular soul group (those associated
with him as family or friends) are
benefited also. That makes it pretty
important, does it not Y In this manner
does Truth become personalized-a per
sonal inspiration, a personal responsi
bility. In this manner you make a
very real contribution to the world.

Let me congratulate you! 'The world
is richer by the addition of one more
Mental Alchemist.

''We live in the midst of infinite er
istence; and widely as we can see, and
vastly as we have discovered, we have
but crossed the threshold, we have but
entered the vestibule of the Creator's
temple. I this temple there is an ever
lasting worship of life, an anthem of
many choruses, a hymn of incense that
goes up forever.''--Henry Giles.
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The Wheel of Life
A Story of Destiny

By A. R. BOMAR

(FOURTH INSTALLMENT)

(IRIS
contest was followed by

others equally intense. We had
the contestants drink a tankard

of wine before each match to make them

unsteady and more vicious, and the
men fought like beasts. Moreover, most
of my officers were getting drunk and

roaring at the top of their voices.·
The wine I had drunk and the sight

and smell of the blood had driven me to
a frenzy, and raised up a demon in me

that I could not control. I wanted to

fight for one of those women who were
to be given as prizes. Suddenly some

fiend whispered in my ear: Orma! She
was minethe king had given her to

me, and there came to me a passionate
yearning for her that blinded, suffocated
me. I gasped for breath. Well, why
not? I wold send for her! Dispatch
ing a guard to bring her, I drank goblet
after goblet of wine that a more com

plete intoxication might drown what
little conscience remained in me. Some
fiend in my mind kept suggesting: she
thinks she is better than you ; she prides
herself that she is pure and without
fault. Well, I would show her that she
wasn't. I would humble her before all.
As she entered the hall two of the
fighters were engaged in mortal strug
gle. Suddenly one of them, gaining tho
advantage, felled his opponent with a,

single stroke. At the sight of this
Orma gave a shriek and dropped to the
floor. When Koto saw his beloved mis
tress fall he ran to help her, but I killed
him with a single blow. Everything
had turned red to my sight. At last my
lust was to be let loose. At last all re-

straint was gone, and. none stood be
tween me and my unholy desire.

It was when I lifted my love from the
floor that I noticed a strange silence.
The mad throng had suddenly stilled
itself, and I perceived a man of unusual
appearance who stood by my side. He
was tall and dressed all in white. His
eyes shone like coals of fire, and around
his head was a halo of light. He raised
his hand, pointing an accusing finger at
me, and spoke with words which cut like
a sword:

'Fool, drunkard, and rapist! 'Tram
pler upon innocence and truth! Your
lust shall turn to ashes .in your mouth,
and your house is left unto you desolate!
This night, now, here at this place God
will take vengeance.'' As he spoke there
came a rocking and a swaying of the
building, and the whole front entrance
came down with a crash! Outside, great
balls of fire fell and exploded with ter
rife force. I looked at Orma; she was
already dead in my arms. As I gazed
at her pallid face, sanity and remorse
came back to me and I cried: ''

Oh, let
me die also with my love.'' As if in
answer to my cry the walls and roof of
the palace collapsed and came down
with a roar like thunder, burying all be
neath them!

When I returned to waking con
sciousness I was in my bed and Ray
mond was sitting in a chair by my side.
He smiled as he saw that I was awake.

·Was it all clear to you, AIR? Are
there any questions you would like to
ask?''

'Yes. Was Orma whom I loved so

long ago your sister whom I love now?''
Raymond nodded. ''Yes, and I was
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Mondel. That is true, and now you
know all.''

I covered my face with my hands and
sobbed. Raymond spoke kindly: "Calm
yourself, Alf. You must realize that
all this happened in the long, long ago
and we must not dwell upon it. That
would interfere with your progress.
But you can see how much suffering can.
be caused by a career of sin, even by
one basically good as you have always
been. However this knowledge should
impress upon you the importance of the
task you have before you in order to
accomplish your goal. But always re
member that Marian awaits you in the
upper stratum of the World of Color
and Desire. Lust created your Dweller
on the Threshold which stands at the
door to your higher initiatory life. And
although your last life was lived long
years. ago, it still holds you in thrall
in this life. You must redeem this
Dweller. He is of your own creation
and therefore a part of yourself. He
represents your past evil deeds un
liquidated, which must be acknowledged
and a promise to pay be given, beforo
you can tread the path of Liberation
and work with Marian who is your in
tercessor. She· is the one who goes be
fore the Elder Brother when you need
help here and pleads your case. Bat
there are certain things that you must
do yourself, that no one else can do for
you. But I can tell you this much and
no more. It has been granted in the
Invisible Worlds that if you succeed in
redeeming your past during the re
mainder of this life you will be allowed
to go into the next one under entirely
new conditions. The work of your Ego
and Marian's will blend, so to speak;
and you will serve as one in your fu
ture life in attaining the goal for which
you are strivingunity with the great
Universal Mind called God. If you
progress properly, there is one more
retrospect yon must go through. It
should not be so difficult as it hap
pened not so many years ago, Bnt

again, as you will observe, lust was your
downfall. I must leave you now. Have
patience and may God be with you in
your daily labors and may The Roses

Bloom Upon Your Cross.''
Slowly and with much persistence I

continued to toil onward toward the
goal. Sometime the way was so hard
and dark that I scarcely knew from
day to day if I would succeed. I
learned many things: That although
we change our habits pertaining to the
old life, have success in the things we
contact in our daily work, think we have
killed out old desires, et cetera, times
will come when we know that much we
think we have conquered still exists,
and to the extent that these old desires
will, figuratively speaking, take the bit
between their teeth and bolt when we
least expect it. I learned that in the
past I had committed such a tremen
dous amount of evil deeds that did I
not get direction from the outside it
would be utterly impossible to liquidate
them. By a study of my past acts I
learned that we may create thought
forms for the abode of a certain class
of malign entities that are hard to meet
and subdue.

It was nearly two years later when I
next saw Raymond. .Twice I

•

had met
Marian, once at each Christmas, when
we renewed our love and faith. With
the spiritual rejuvenation she seemed
to give me at each meeting I passed
through the trials of another year. A
letter from Raymond reached me one
evening from San Sebastian asking me
to come to him there. It was in Febrn
ary, my birth month, when I arrived at
the Chatea, and for a day or so, until
the moon was full in Cancer, we rested
and talked. When evening came after
a day of fasting I made ready for my
retrospect. We entered the large room
I previously described and I sat down
before the white cross with the red
roses on it. Then Raymond said, 'This
will be somewhat different, Alf, from
your former experience here. In the
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past life which you are about to review,
you were incarnating in a female body.
The location was ancient Germany. I
want you to go as far as you can by
your own power, but I doubt if you can
go all the way without help. I'Il stand
by in case you need me."

Concentrating intensely on the roses
which draped the white cross I soon
found myself in another state of con
sciousness. But I could not control my
mind. It would go in all directions but
the one I wished. Then Raymond
placed one hand on my head and the
other over my heart. In an instant I

was able' to marshal my wandering
forces and found myself falling into a
wonderful sea of space. What I felt
was pure ecstasy. Never before had
such blissful contentment encompassed
me as I found myself floating, float
ingand then oblivion.

I awoke at the blowing of a horn and
lay still in an enormous bed and studied
the large room. At first I wondered at
its vast proportions but presently
ceased to wonder for it came to me that
I was perfectly familiar with every ob

ject within the range of my vision. The
walls of the room were tapestried with
hunting and rural scenes. Over the
head of the canopied bed was a grim
trophy of the chasean enormous
boar's head, fastened to the wall, while
at the room's opposite end hung a stag's
head and antlers. The side walls were
decorated with spears, swords, cut
lasses, and a profusion of long cross
bows with sheaves of arrows.

Again a bugle sounded and from out
side came hoarse cries, shouts of men
and tramping of horses. Mingled with
these were the clash of arms and armor.
I turned my body in the bed the better
to see outside through the window and a
sharp pain wrenched my knee. I could
now see over the walls of the castle. The
drawbridge was being lowered and war
steeds, mounted by fully armed men,
rode forth in pairs. Beyond the castle
walls and a hundred feet below ran the

blue Rhine. Crossing the river from
the opposite shore on barges and in
boats were hundreds of soldiers, a cap
tain in charge of each company, and
trailing down to the river from the op
posite high bank were legions of war
riors. On the first barge came the stan
dard bearers with their flags and ban
ners flying, and on a large bay horse,
gaily caparisoned, sat an enormous
man, armor on and visor up. I knew
him in an instant-he was my father,
Roland the Bold.

The company had been away for two

years raiding in Greece and Italy and
were now coming back laden with pris
oners and plunder. I turned in agony
on my bed and buried my face in my
pillow. This was the day of days for
which I had planned for months-the
return of my father and his soldiers
from the raids in Italy and Lombardy.
Two years before he had marched away
with a thousand men under the banners
of Roland the Bold, all armed with
their great shields and deadly long cross
bows. Before he left, my father and I
had been almost inseparable compan
ions. My mother having died when I
was young all of his affection turned to
me-his only child. 'That I was a girl
seemed to cause him no regret, rather
he seemed to delight in training me to
sports and war, for we were continually;
warring with some wild baron or other
and Castle Dangerous, which was the
name our house was known by, was at
all times an armed fortress. Thus I
had grown to womanhood astride' a horse
with a longbow, spear, or javelin in
my hands. Many a bloody skirmish I
had fought beside my father, the chain
mail suit I wore fitting my body to per
fection, my steel helmet but half cover
ing my riotous amber hair which
streamed out behind as I charged the
enemy and made my kill side by side
with my father. I had begged to go
south with him on his raid, but for the
first time he had refused.

''No, Marguerite, we are the last of
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our line and we must be careful that
one of us at least is spared to per
petuate our lineage. If I don't come
back you will carry on. If I do return,
then we will prepare our campaign
against Brie the Red the effects of whose
raid against our people we still feel.
With the lesson we have already given
him he is not likely to return in years,
at least not until I get back from this
trip. We need both men and goods
though and I will leave my most trusted
man, Rudolph, here with you in full
charge. With him as your aid there is
nothing to fear. "

Many things did happen after my
father went south. In a year Eric the
Red, our old enemy, hearing that Roland
the Bold was away raiding hastily
gathered a horde of ruffians and at
tacked us. But Rudolph and I got word
of his coming and ambushed him and
his rabble and slew them almost to a
man. When the battle was over we
checked our losses. Then I found that
I had been wounded in the knee with a
poisoned arrow. I thought little of it
at the time, being busy with the pres
ent work. So we took the head of the
Red giant and returned amid rejoic
ing. But my leg grew worse and soon
I was paralyzed and bedfast, to the
horror of us all.

Almost a year passed and I still lay
helpless with bitter tears in my eyes
which could not be blinked away.
Great was the rage of Roland the Bold
when he found me, the pride of his
heart, bedridden and helpless-a erip
ple. How he tore his long blond hair
and cursed himself and all else with
whom he came in contact. But finally
he calmed down and talked of his cam
paign. It seemed that he had been won
derfully successful. He had brought
back riches and plunder of every de
scription; also many slaves both Greek
and Roman.

''Marguerite,'' my father said, ''we
will take you to the great hall tonight
on a litter where you can witness our

feasting and the celebration of our
success. I brought dozens of female
slaves, and you may have the pick of
them for your very own. We also
brought men-mostly Italians or
Romans, and yes, by Wotan, I have a
young priest of a new sect which calls
itself Christian. The other slaves are
most all followers of that faith and
look to him as a leader. They even say
that he can perform miracles and heal
the sick." Father paused and gazed
at my helplessness. '' By holy Wotan's
sword! I wonder-.'' and he clawed his
beard, 'but no, it is senseless. The
thought came to me, Marguerite, thas
could he heal you I would give him his
freedom, load him with riches and
build him a temple, yes, and turn Chris
tian myself with all our people.''

Soon we were in the great hall which
was crowded with our soldiers and their
families and long tables groaned under
huge platters of food, beef, pork, mut
ton, and large flagons of beer. Every
one was eating and drinking and sing-
ing. .

Suddenly Roland the Bold threw up
his enormous hands and called for si
lence. In a moment all was still and
expectant. He called to Rudolph who
stepped forward. 'Bring the Chris
tian priest,'' he cried. ''He claims that
he heals the sick. Let him do it. Let
him heal my daughter· here in this hall
where all can see, and we'll believe, yes,
and we will all embrace his religion;
and we will build him a temple. Let
him come unbound, Rudolph, and
alone.''

To say that I was excited was but to
poorly express the state in which I
found myself. That this man could heal
me I never dreamed. 'The hall full of our
people paused wide-eyed at the words of
my father who stood under the light of
the flare torches by my side, stroking
my hair. Curiosity was at a high pitch
when Rudolph returned with the young
Italian who, clad in black, walked be
hind him. They came to my bedside
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and I got a clear look at the man. As
he fixed his dark eyes on mine my heart
leaped to my throat and almost suf
focated me. Instantly I knew that a
bond was established between us two.
I felt somehow that our lives were for
ever linked together. I could not
analyze this feeling but I knew it in
tuitively. My father was speaking to
the priest in German, who had learned
the language during the march home.

''Gurin, I hear that you claim to be
a priest of the Christian faith and that
you can heal the sick.''

The man smiled. ''Has Lord Roland
the Bold forgotten how I healed his
captain who was sick unto death in the
Black Forest?''

'Ha, that I haven't!' cried my fa
ther. "Well, here's your chance to
free yourself and gain converts. Heal
my daughter Marguerite, whom we all
love and who has a grievous wound in
that she cannot leave her bed. Do this,
Gurin, and I will load you with riches
and honor and will build you a temple
and worship with you.'' .

My eyes had never left the face of
the young priest after he came to my
bedside. His black hair was cut short
and for a robe there was a skirt of black
with a cape of the same material; and
then I saw a gold cord around his neck
which hung down in front and at the
end of it was a gold cross-a kind that
I had never seen before. Above the
cross were beads which his long fingers
were constantly moving up and down.
Suddenly his face took on a glorified

look which cannot be described. He
raised his eyes to my father and his
voice came vibrant and clear. ''Roland
the Bold, I thank the one and only God
and His Son, Jesus the Christ, that I
have the opportunity to do this act of
mercy in His cause and for this lady's
sake. Your riches I do not need, as I
have riches of my Father in heaven
whose love passes all earthly values. I
will· be grateful, however, for my lib
erty and the chance to tell your people

of Christ and Him crucified, by whom
alone we are saved.''

Turning to where I lay he spread
forth his hands and kneeling by my side
laid them on my breast. Raising his
eyes to heaven he prayed: 'Oh, God,
our heavenly Father, ruler of all, and
all merciful, grant to me, thy servant, the
power to heal your daughter to the end
that this people shall believe on you
and that your name shall be glorified.''
The man arose as he finished with hands
still extended over my body and in a
loud voice said :

''
Marguerite, in the

name of the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Ghost I bid you arise and walk
for the glory of God.'' From the mo
ment when he laid his hands on me I
felt a wonderful change. Rejuvenation
seemed to have set in and my pain
racked body ceased to feel that weari
ness that had grown to be chronic. A
lightness I cannot describe flowed
through me and strength I had never
before felt welled into my limbs and
when he commanded me to arise I sprang
from that bed as though my muscles
were aflame. I walked and ran and
shouted in an ecstasy of movement.

Roland the Bold was as good as his
word and under Gurin 's instruction a
small chapel was built and we, one and
all, became Christians. I think I loved
the young priest from the beginning for
the feeling was there before I realized
it and seemed to have been there always.
We were together almost constantly for
I was learning the Italian tongue so we
could translate the Bible into the Ger
man. The touch of his wonderful hands,
the sound of his musical voice, the look
from his glowing eyes all fascinated
me. The chanting of our prayers in the
little chapel, the long rides on horse
back, the boat trips on the smooth sur
face of the majestic Rhine, all blended
into a happy change which grew and
grew until it encompassed us both in a
bodily and heavenly ecstasy.

(To be continued)
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MESSAGE
Taken from His Writings

Christian Mystic Initiation

The first in a series of articles on the
subject of Initiation, of vital interest to

all students of philosophy, ancient and
modern.

110
much is said in certain classes

of the Western World about
Initiation, and this in the minds

of most people seems usually to be asso

ciated with the occultism taught in the
religions of the far Bast; something
that is peculiar to the devotees of Budd
hism, Hinduism, and kindred systems
of faith, and which in no wise apper
tains to the religion of the Western
world, particularly to the Christian.

We have shown in a preceding series
on "Symbols of Ancient and Modern
Initiation'' that that idea is entirely
gratuitous, and that the ancient Taber
nacle in the Wilderness pictures in its
symbolism the path of progression from
childlike ignorance to superhuman
knowledge, and as the Vedas brought
light to the devotees who worshiped in
faith and fervor on the banks of the
Ganges in the sunny south, so the
Eddas were a guiding star to the sons
of the rugged Northland who sought
the Light of Life in ancient Iceland
where the sturdy Vikings steered their;
ships in frozen seas. "Arjuna'' who
fights the noble fight in the "Mahab
harata,'' or 'Great War,'' constantly
being waged between the Higher and
the lower self, differs in nowise
from "Siegfried'' which means He

who through victory gains peace, the
hero of the northern soul-myth. Both
are representative of the candidate un
dergoing Initiation. And though their
experiences in this great adventure
vary in certain respects called for by
the temperamental differences of the
northern and southern people, and pro
vided for in the respective schools
to which they are referred for soul
growth, the main features are identical,
and the end, which is enlightenment,
is the same. Aspiring souls have
walked to light in the brilliantly illu
minated Persian Temples where the
sun-god in his blazing chariot was the
symbol of light, as well as under the
mystic magnificence of the iridesenco
shed abroad by the Aurora Borealis of
the frozen North. And that this true
light of the deepest esoteric knowledge
has always been present in all ages,
even the darkest of the so-called dark,
there is ample evidence to show.

Among others, Raphael used his won.
derful skill with the brush to embody
it in two of his great paintings, '' The
Sistine Madonna'' and the ''Marriage
of the Virgin,'' which we would advise
the interested reader to examine for
himself. Copies of these paintings are
procurable in almost any art store. In
the original there is a peculiar tint of
golden haze behind the Madonna and
Child which though exceedingly· crude
to one gifted with spiritual sight, is
nevertheless as close an imitation of the
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basic color of the First Heaven World
as it is possible to make with the pig
ments of earth. Close inspection of
this background will develop the fact
that it is composed of a multitude of
what we are used to call "angel" heads
and wings, and this again is as literal a

pictorial representation of facts con

cerning the inhabitants of that world
as could be given ; for during the pro
cess of purgation which takes place in
the lower regions of the Desire World,
the lower parts of the body are actually
disintegrated so that only the head con

taining the intelligence of the man re
mains when he enters the First Heaven,
a fact which has puzzled many who
have happened ·to see the souls there.
The wings of course have no reality out
side the picture, but were placed there
to show ability to move swiftly which is
inherent in all beings in the invisible
worlds.

The Pope is represented as pointing
to the Madonna and the Christ Child,
and a close examination of the hand
wherewith he points will show that it
has six fingers. There is no historical
evidence to show that the Pontiff actu
ally had such a deformity, neither can
that be an accident, and it must there
fore have been de to design on the part
of the painter. What that purpose was
we shall learn by examination of the
'Marriage of the Virgin,'' where a
similar anomaly may be noted. In that
picture Mary and Joseph are repre
sented together with the Christ Child
under such conditions that it is evident
that they are just on the eve of de
parture for Egypt, and a Rabbi is in
the act of joining them in wedlock. The
left foot of Joseph is the foremost ob
ject in the picture, and if we count we
shall find it represented as having six
toes. By the six fingers in the Pope's
picture and the six toes of Joseph,
Raphael wants to show us that both
possess a sixth sense such as is awak
ened by Initiation. By this subtle sensd

the foot of Joseph was guided in its
flight to keep secure that sacred thing
which had been entrusted to his care.
To the other was given a sixth sense
that he might not be a blind leader of
the blind, but have the '' seeing eye''
required to point out the Way, the
Truth, and the Life, and it is a fact,
though not commonly known, that with
one or two exceptions, when political
power was strong enough to corrupt the
college of Cardinals, all who have sat
upon the so-called throne of Peter hav9
had the spiritual sight in a greater on
lesser degree.

We have seen in the articles on" An
cient and Modern Symbols of Initia
tion,'' that the Atlantean Mystery 'Tem

ple known as 'The Tabernacle in the
Wilderness'' was a school of soul growth,
and it should not surprise us to learn
that the four Gospels containing the life
of Christ are also formulae of Initia
tion, revealing another and a later Path
to power. In the ancient Egyptian
Mysteries Horus was the first fruits
whom the aspirant endeavored to imi
tate, and it is significant that in the
Ritual of Initiation which was in vogue
in that day and which we now call the'' Book of the Dead'' the aspirant to
Initiation was always addressed as
Horus So-and-So.

Following the same method today we
might appropriately address those fol
lowing the Christian Path of Initiation
as Christ So-and-So, for as a matter of
fact all who tread this path are really
Christs in the making. Each in his or
her turn will reach the different sta
tions of the Via Dolorosa, or Path of
Sorrow, which leads to Calvary, and
experience in his or her own body the
pangs and pains suffered by the Hero
of the Gospels, for Initiation is a cos
mic process of enlightenment and evo
lution of power. Therefore the expe
rienees of all are similar in the main
points.

(To be continued)
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Tke Expedient Way
.

do not realize that until they do con-
All things are lawful :

unto me, but all things scientiously "cry over spilled milk
are not expedient: all they will continue to spill and waste
things are lawful for me, ]ife's opportunities all the rest of theirbut I will not be brought
under the power of any. lives. In fact, this is the secret of ef-

I Cor. 6:12. fective retrospectionthat we suffer

''We must be vigi intensely enough in conscientious re

lant,'' might well be the morse in contemplating the effects of

slogan of the spiritual our faults to cause us to correct the

aspirant, particularly as he begins to faults.

attain, for the further we progress the There is, however, a greater expedient

subtler become the temptations. For in. in life's perfect scheme than learning

stance, we accept the fact that the Law through the slow process of remorse and

sends purposeful afflictions for our de. sufferingthat is, ''prevention'' rather

velopment that we cannot prevent and than 'cure.'' A person may, if he

that according to our reactions to such chooses, make use of Reason's Torch in •

experiences will they be of benefit to studying the unvarying effects of defi

us. And so we struggle with our emo; nite causes in the.lives of others and,

tions until we succeed in meeting these desiring to avoid similar consequences

refining processes of life with consider. in his own life, will wisely regulate his

able poise, even cheerfulness, victori- actions accordingly. This happier,

ously asserting with St. Paul that shorter, and safer way to health, power,

'none of these things move me.'' and peace, Max Heindel defines con-

cisely and unmistakably on pages 131 of
But in this very conquest lurks a the Cosmo-Conception as follows:

danger for those who fail to discrimi- ''Experience is 'knowledge of the ef
nate between the constructive chasten- fects which follow acts.' This is the

ings of the Lord and the destructive object of life, together with the de

consequences of their own transgres- velopment of 'Will,' which is the force
sions; between the experiences which whereby we apply the results of expe»
are expedient ·and those which are rience. Experience must be gained, but
wasteful and retarding. The former we have the choice whether we gain it
should be accepted in serenity and faith, by the hard path of personal experience
the latter with remorse and anguish of or by observation of other people's acts,
soul. The indiscriminate student makes reasoning and reflecting thereon, guided
no distinction between the two, often by the light of whatever experience we

glorifying the misfortunes resulting have already had. 'This is the method
from his own habitual carelessness or by which the occult student should
wrongdoing into experiences ordained learn, instead of requiring the lash of

by Nature for his edification and sou} adversity and pain. The more willing
growth, confusing the essential with the we are to learn in that way, the less we
non-essential. Such persons lightly toss shall feel the stinging thorns of 'the
aside scruples that serve to correct their path of pain' and the more quickly shall
faults, gaily averring that ''there. is no we gain 'the path of peace.' The choice
use in crying over spilled milk,'' 'They is ours.''
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A ROSICRUCIAN CATECHISM
@

The Worlds

Q. 'To what may we liken the build- and flinty house, of the snail is the

ing of a Cosmos 1 solidified juices of its own body, so

A. We might use a homely instance to surely all forms are crystallizations
illustrate the building of a Cosmos. around the negative pole of Spirit.,

Suppose a man wants to establish a home Q. How does God make use of Cos-

in which to live. He first selects a suit- mie Root-substance!
able location and then proceeds to build A. God draws from the Cosmic Root

a house, dividing it into various rooms substance outside His immediate sphere ;

to serve certain purposes. He makes a thus the substance within the nascent

kitchen, dining room, bedrooms, and cosmos becomes denser than it is in Uni

bathroom, and furnishes them all to versal space, between solar systems.
suit the special purpose they are in- Q. What does God do with this

tended to serve. denser Cosmic substance 1 •

Q. What procedure does God follow! A. When God has thus prepared the

A. When God desires to create, He material for His habitation, He next

seeks out an appropriate place in space, sets it in order. Every part of the sys

which He fills with His aura, permeat. tem is pervaded by His consciousness,

ing every atom of the Cosmic Root-sub. but a different modification of that con

stance of that particular portion of sciousness in each part or division. Tho

space with His Life, thus awakening Cosmic Root-substance is set in varying
the activity latent within every insep- rates of vibration and is therefore dif

arate atom. ferently constituted in its various di-

Q. What is Cosmic Root-substance y
visions, or regions.

Q. Does this manner of creation ap-
A. This Cosmic Root-substance is an ply to all seven worlds?

expression of the negative pole of the A. 'This is the manner in which all
Universal Spirit, while the great Crea- worlds come into being and are fitted to
tive Being we call God ( of whom we, serve

•

different purposes in the evolu
as Spirits, are part), is an expression of tionary scheme, the same as the various
the positive energy of the same Uni- rooms in the house are fitted to serve
versal Absolute Spirit. the purposes of everyday life in the

Q. How do these two ''poles'' of the physical world.
one Spirit manifest in the Physical Q. Are the worlds created instanta-
World! neouslyt

A. From the work of one upon the A. These worlds are not instanta

other, all that we see about us in the neously created at the beginning of a Day
Physical World has resulted. The of Manifestation, nor do they last until
oceans, the earth, everything we see the end; but as a spider spins its web

manifesting as mineral, plant, animal, thread by thread, so God differentiates
and human formsall are crystallized one after another of the worlds within

space, emanated from this negative Himself, as the necessity arises for new

Spirit-substance, which alone existed at conditions in the scheme of evolution in
the dawn of Being. As sure as the hard which He is engaged.

(Reference: Cosmo, pages 186-188)

I
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Rising Planets
By MARIE HABERL

l

When I gaze into the stars, they look down upon me with

l
pity from their serene and silent spaces, likes eyes glistening with
tears over the little lot of man.

·
•

: Carlyle.

(CONCLUSION)

ERCURY in Pisces, the sign
of its fall, tends to give psychic
qualities; however, there is

some danger in this position due to the
over-receptivity of the nature. Thero
is also a tendency to insufficient men
tal activity. However, the person with
Mercury rising in Pisces is analytical,
diplomatic, cautious, and ingenious;
while the mind is impressionable, with
a retentive memory.

The best positions for Mercury are
Gemini, which it rules, and

•

Virgo,
wherein it is exalted. In the first in
stance the native is always ready to in.
vestigate new subjects and, in fact,
everything new appeals to him. If Mer
cury is beneficially aspected here, it in
dicates a fluent mind that is quick, in
genious, resourceful, unbiased, pene
trating, and shrewd. This gives the
ability to become successful in business
or law, since the native is never prej
udiced by preconceived or set ideas and
opinions. He may also gain some de

gree of success as a speaker, entertainer
or traveling sales person.

Posited in Virgo, Mercury is at the
zenith of its power, and indieatesa eom

prehensive, discriminating, active mind,
with the ability for studying and mem
orizing. Having these qualities, the
Mercury-in-Virgo native can become a
good scholar, with a particular liking
for languages, mathematics, and litera
ture. He is quite capable in any under
taking requiring ability and dexterity;
therefore, he could make an excellent
chemist or dietitian. These folks are
usually quiet, rather serious and require
a thorough understanding of a subject
before being convinced and accepting.
An afflicted Mercury indicates selfish
ness and irritability, always on the look
out for flaws in everything contacted.

Venus rising at the time of birth indi
cates a pleasant, agreeable, and cheer
ful disposition. This is what may be
called a fortunate position for Venus
as it is an indication of good health. This
position of Venus makes the native at
tractive to all whom he may .contact,
assisting him to gain general success in
life. He should achieve marked success
in matters which give pleasure to
others; therefore, he should follow pr
suits that minister to their happiness,
not only for his personal success but be
cause of the fact that his sunny influ
ence is beneficial to others. He is a
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THE ROSICRUCIAN BELIEF IN
ASTROLOGY

How can a ball of mud
and mineral up in the sky
affect my destiny? asks the
skeptic. It doesn't, says the
Rosicrucian; but the indwell
ina Planetary Spirit of that
ball, that planet, does haven effect upon you. 'The
planetary arrangement at
birth is a photograph of
your charac'er and char
acter is destiny.

Mars in Capricorn, where it is exalted,
tends to tone down the fiery quality of

Mars, making the person quietly am

bitious, enterprising, and industrious,
giving him executive, organizing, and
business ability. Being willing to take

responsibility upon his shoulders, he has
the ability to succeed in positions of

authority and prominence. His mind
is subtle and intuitive, and he is always
sure in the assimilation of knowledge.
He is naturally fitted to take upon him

self large responsibilities and to carry
on great enterprises. The wider, the

scope of action, the better he will be

bination increases the passions and emo

tions, since Scorpio rules the repro
ductive system, as does Venus, giving a
love of sensation. 'These natives are
ardent in love and passionate in affec
tion, readily attracted to the opposite
sex; but such attraction often brings
trouble, disappointment, and delay in
courtship and marriage. Venus well as

pected here gives a deep sense of, re
ligious devotion that serves as an outlet
for the ardent, passionate feelings, while
an afflicted Venus indicates a person of
rather low morals.

Mars rising at the time of birth indi
cates good practical executive ability,
with a fiery disposition that can be rash,
headstrong, and impatient at times. The

native is generally an
enterprising, practical
person who will shun
no effort in order to
succeed. • He is able to
push himself forward
when occasion demands
and rise in life through
his own efforts, being
endowed with a con
siderable amount of
pluck. This position of
Mars strengthens the
constitution, g i v i n g

much muscular power and endurance.
Mars adversely aspected here shows
danger of cuts, burns, falls, bruises, or
other accidents.

lover of art and everything beautiful
and refined, having some musical abil

ity, either voice or instrumental.
A person having Venus in Taurus as

a rising planet, and no other planet in
the 1st house would, of course, very
strongly reflect the physical appear
ance and disposition of Taurus but with
more beauty of face than Taurus usu

ally gives, due to the fact that Venus is

rising. As Venus is the ruler of Taurus,
this of course, strengthens the Taurus
traits. Here we have a person who is
almost a pure Taurus type.

Venus in Libra, another sign ruled
by this planet, gives the native a kind,
sympathetic disposition, with a rich, re
fined love nature. It also gives musical
and artistic ability, with
the possibility of popu
larity in public life.
This position of Venus
tends to marriage and
intellectual children,
and if Venus is well as

pected, promises gain
through marriage and
partnership. P u b 1 i c

speaking or singing is
harmonious to this posi
tion, and the native will
be assured of an appre-
ciative audience at all times.

Venus rising in Pisces, the sign of

her exaltation, indicates a nature that
is charitable, philosophical, easily
moved to sympathy and interested in

work connected with institutions. If at
the same time Aquarius is on the As

cendant, this gives the person a leaning
to social and prison reform.

Venus is in its detriment in Aries and

Scorpio. In the first instance, having'
Venus on the Ascendant gives the na
tive an ardent, affectionate, and demon
strative disposition, giving an attrae
tion for the opposite sex. There is a

tendency to impulsiveness, as well as

extravagance. .

Venus rising in Scorpio gives a blend

ing of the love rays of Venus with the
martial fire of Scorpio, and this com-
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satisfied, as he is decidedly efficient in
everything he does.

Mars in Cancer, the sign of its fall,
indicates the domestic tyrant, since
Cancer is the sign ruling the home.
Mars placed here gives the native the
desire to rule completely over everyone
and everything in the home, with no
tolerance for any other authority there.
This position of Mars gives a rather un
certain temper; when offended, there is
a tendency to nurse his ill feelings for
a long time, and he does not readily for
get an injury. ( Of course, much of this
is modified in the case where Mars is
beneficially aspected, giving the native
a home-loving disposition and ambitions
for a comfortable, luxurious residence;
whereas, an adversely aspected Mars
will bring domestic trouble, thereby
causing many quarrels in the home.)

Mars in Libra gives an ardent, demon
strative, loving nature that has great
attraction for the opposite sex. It gives
refinement to one's likes, an intuitive
mind and an idealistic temperament.

Mars rising in Taurus gives good
practical qualities, with executive power
and the ability to organize and direct.
Quiet ambitions are indicated, as well
as the capability of the native to carry
out his plans or ideas into practical
materialization. As a rule, he cannot
be thwarted or deterred by obstacles,
but will work persistently where self
interests are concerned and gain the de
sired goal through tact, diplomacy, and
self-confidence. This position of Mars
indicates good earning powers and the
ability to gain pleasure, as well as
financial success. However, Mars placed
in this sign, regardless of its aspects,
brings sorrow and disappointment
through marriage and the opposite sex,
much of the difficulty being due to
temper and stubbornness.

Jupiter rising at the tiine of birth is
very favorable for success in life, un
less Jupiter is afflicted, as the influ
enee of Jupiter is a more or less fortu
nate one. It indicates the ability of
the native to create for himself a splen-

did future. Having dignity, executive
ability, and a powerful personality,
which are all necessary for success as a
leader in social and business eircles, he
has little difficulty in reaching a posi
tion of prominence. As a rule, he is
good-natured, being honorable and up
right, with a kindly disposition. Hav
ing the ability to view all problems in
their most general aspect he can over
come opposition with a force of sound
but impersonal logic.

Jupiter in Cancer, where it is exalted,
gives an intellectual view on life, with
intuition, useful imagination, a fond
ness for all fine arts, cultured amuse
ments, or investigation in the field of
occultism. The native has a fondness
for his home and mother, but neverthe
less will take a keen delight in voyages
or travel for pleasure, learning, or
health. He is ambitious, charitable,
humane, kind, and sympathetic, making
him popular among friends, inferiors,
or those of good position and social
standing.

Jupiter adversely aspected in Cancen
often causes diseases of the blood, occa
sioned by overeating, as this is one of.
the weaknesses of Jupiter placed in
Cancer, and adversely aspected. It
makes a person overly fond of the
pleasures of the table.

Jupiter rising in Sagittarius, tho
sign which it rules, has a tendency to
bring fortune and general success; this
position is favorable for matters con
nected with sports, and with scientific,
literary, or religious societies. The na
tive is courteous, affable, polite, gen
erous, and loyal. If Jupiter is bene
fieially aspected, the person can gain
through speculation or by legacy; how
ever, if afflicted, troublesome social af
fairs are likely, also difficulty through
sports, and loss through speculation or
gambling.

Uranus rising in a birth horoscope
marks a person out of the ordinary,
sinee Uranus is the planet of original:
ity, invention, and often genius. He
is very progressive, with ideas and
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ideals many years ahead of our present
civilization. There is a natural attrae
tion to all advanced subjects, such as

occultism, astrology, psychic research,
magnetic healing, electricity, inventions;
radio, and aeronautics. These natives
have a deep love for everything pro
found and wonderful. They tend to
make many changes of residence and

occupation. Some sudden and un
looked-for change tends to come into
their life, either by sudden reversals of
fortune or unexpected gain.

Uranus in Aquarius, which it rules,
strengthens the intuition and original
ity and gives a desire to help those less
fortunate than oneself. These natives
are sociable, pleasant, and obliging;
therefore, they have many friends in all
classes of life, some of whom are pe
culiar or are engaged in extraordinary
occupations. They are great lovers of

freedom and are fond of novelty and
unusual pursuits, with the ability to
succeed in anything of a scientific or
mechanical nature.

Neptune rising in a birth chart tends
to affect the life of the native in an
uncommon manner, since Neptune is
by nature occult, prophetic, and spir
itual. This gives a particularly sensi-

tive body, capable of feeling the finer
vibrations in nature; whether they are

good, bad, or indifferent depends upon
the aspects Neptune receives. As the in
fluenee of this planet is always more on
less psychic, the person will either con

sciously or unconsciously take on the
conditions of his surroundings and of
those whom he may contact. He has a
mind that is romantic, emotional, and
visionary. 'The physical characteristics
of Neptune rising are a very finely;

organized, slender body with a long
head, ·sharp features, and an expression
that is rather mysterious, and at times
to a degree cruel. The eyes are very
noticeable; having a somewhat hypnotic
expression.

Neptune is exalted in Cancer. 'The na
tives of Neptune in Caneer, unafflieted,

are intuitive, with a lovable and sym
pathetic disposition that is quick to un
derstand the joys and sorrows of others;
therefore, they are very well liked, both
in the home and among friends and
associates. 'They are fond of their home
and like domestic comfort, but do en

joy traveling, especially by water.
Neptune conjoined with the Moon in

Cancer, which the latter rules, indi
cates artistic ability, with a keen ap
preciation of art. This aspect between
the Moon and Neptune gives a strong
psychic faculty, particularly so since
Cancer is a psychic sign.

Neptune rising in Virgo indicates a

person with a rather reserved nature
that is gentle, constant, and patient.
The native has ability in mathematics
and in profound, intellectual, and sci
entific phenomena. He is proficient in
pharmaceutical work, as well as chem

istry or nursing. His ideas are often
considered eccentric by other people.
If afflicted, the tendency is to selfish
ness and deceit.

(The End)

Your Child's Horoscope
THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR

A READING

Each full year's subscription to this
magazine, either new or a renewal, en
titles the subscriber to a chance for a
reading of a child's horoscope in this
department. Character and vocational
delineations are made for applicants
of any age up to 16. The names are
drawn by lot each month, those not
drawn losing their opportunity. Ap
plication for reading should be sent in
when the subscription is made or
renewed.

Data required are name, sex, birh
lace, and year, month and date of
birth, also hour and minute as nearly
as possible. If Daylight Saving Time
was in effect this should be stated.

We do not read horoscopes for
money and we give astrological read
ings only in this magazine. We teach,
however, the reading of horoscopes in
our Correspondence Courses, notice of
which appears elsewhere in this issue.
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The Children of Leo, 1945
Birthdays: July 23rd to August 24th.

■MERGING

from deep within,
the characteristics of Leo are
exceedingly fixed. It is espe

cially true of the natives of this sign,
that. '' as a man thinketh in his heart, so
is he.'' Active, definite affections and
highly individualistic emotions seem to
color all that they do. A distinctively
integrated personality stimulates an
eager enthusiasm for vivid expres
sion-usually in an artistic, dramatic,

' or executive capacity. Interests are
vigorously pursued with complete,
whole-hearted absorption and many
dramatic flourishes.

Ac.ting always with the power of the
total personality, Leos require rest and
leisure to recuperate the energy they
expend so lavishly in a blaze of self
expression. The constitution is endur
ing, enabling them to enjoy good health
if love of pleasure and a fiery nature
do not lead

. to excesses. Self-esteem,
rarely lacking, makes loss of personal
status so intolerable that Leos will
often go to considerable ends to main
tain a good opinion of self. From this
ultimate necessity comes a high cocep
tion of honor, uprightness, personal

dignity, and worth, as well as contempt
for all that is sordid, petty, or ignoble.
Like their ruler, the Sun, they find
pleasure and an enhanced awareness of
self in giving, and are therefore open
handed and magnanimous.

While the less advanced Leo may roar,
bluff, and strut to impress himself
and others, those manifesting on a
higher level seem more anxious to honor
and glorify the God within than the per
sonal self, and may be as self-elfacive,
humble, and as loyally affectionate
as the undeveloped can be domineering,
blustering, self-loving, and unfaithful.
The feelings of Leo strongly incite the
will, so that they can be headstrong and
insistent, particularly when young.
Nevertheless, they are easily managed
by those understanding the emotions
which are both their strength and their
weakness; one needing only to play the
right melody upon their heartstrings.
The genuine, cheerful, warm-hearted
disposition of a Leo usually more than
compensates for an often uncertain
temper and recurrent efforts to direct
or dazzle others. Accordingly the Leos
make devoted friends. .

Those born between July 23 and Aug
ust 4 of this year have the Sun sextile
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through social intelligence and verbal
expression; also, cheerfulness, modera

tion, and charm.
'The Venus-Uranus conjunction active

between July 23 and 30 is convertible. It
may cause a yearning for the beautiful,
perfect, a;nd picturesque which can strike
a high note of productive genius or be
diffused in wild, wayward conduct.
Emotional balance is the great need.
Immediately following, (August 1 to15),
Venus squares Neptune, an even more
difficult influence requiring emotional
honesty and stability to prevent peevish
dissatisfaction, confusion, or treachery
in relations with others. Unless checked,
deceptive imaginations and surrender
to the lure of the unknown could lead to
floundering morals or dangerous me
diumistic practices. From July 23 to
August 8, Venus squares Jupiter, show

ing a need of avoiding immodesty, in
dolence, and excesses. Due to a conjune
tion of Venus and Saturn, those born
between August 15 and 23 may at some
time feel unloved and discontented, or
burdened with cares. Parental fixa
tions are possible, but if these and
grasping self-interest can be tran
scended, moral and material advan
tages will surely follow:

Mars conjunct Uranus will add to the
determination, persistence, and vigor
of Leos born after August 4th but sug
gests a need of training in patience,
diffidence, and conforming to necessity.
A sextile of Mars to Pluto will aid those
born between July 28 and August 15 in
disciplining their aims and desires.

A significant though subtle aspect is
the conjunction of Jupiter and Neptune
beginning August 5th. To the suf
ficiently advanced, it can mean philan-
thropy, lofty, humane ideals, and mys
tical inspirations.

The prolonged sextile of Pluto to
Uranus and Neptune continues all
month, promising a more ideal pattern
of existence later on for the generation
of which these children are a part.

Mars and Neptune and conjunct Pluto;
a strong, harmonious configuration in

tensifying the creative powers of Leo.

The temperament may be visionary and

refined, with artistic or poetic leanings,
and instinctively aware of the dramatic

import of situations. A hearty appre
ciation of the exquisite in art, drama, or
music is probable. Children born dur

ing this interval may become accom

plished artists or composers, high dig-
nitaries or genuine mystics. The Sun
Mars sextile continues until the 15th of

August bestowing physical or intellec
tual energy, fondness of action and
heroics, and force of character. 'The

Sun conjunct Pluto (lasting until Aug
ust 10th) is potent but difficult; and,
unless tempered with sympathy and
humility, it could lead to cruel, dic
tatorial methods born of an inordinate
love of efficiency. Mars trines Nep
tune until August 11, sublimating the
desire nature and rendering it capable
of deep spirituality, charity and heights
of emotional response. These aspects
favor literary and oratorical success

through lively presentation and color
ful appeal in noble, impressive lan

guage.
Those born between August 2 and 16,

have Sun sextile Uranus and will be

zealous, independent, and magnetic ;

fond of leadership and progressive pub
lic service. Children born after the
16th have Sun conjunct Mercury and
will have a vigorous, positive mentality,
but will need to cultivate receptivity,
humility, fairness, and detachment as

safeguards against ego-centricism, bi
ased or dogmatic thinking.

Mercury square Mars between July
23 and August 10 gives an alert, pene
trating, and analytical mind, but incites
toward ill-temper, quarrelsomeness, and
brusque manners unless curbed and
rightly directed. Very different is the
sextile of Mercury and Venus between
August 2 and 12. 'This peaceful, con

struetive aspect should bring benefits
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Reading for a Subscriber's Child
VIRGINIA L. F.
Born March 23, 1945, 10 53 A.M.
E. W. T.

Latitude 42 N. Longitude 71 W.

Mercury, the ruler of the Ascendant
in the sign Aries where the Sun is ex
alted, sextile the Ascendant gives Vir,
ginia a fine, creative mind, quick, alert,
and flexible. When an idea is not work
able she will drop it and seek new ones.
Gemini rising gives her a fine body, sen
sitive, and closely knit and there is a
close companionship between her mind
·and body which is expressed through
coordination and rhythm.

Note that her planets, evenly placed
over the chart, indicate a life of action-four planets and Dragon's Head
and Tail being in cardinal signs show
the life to be lived will be full, replete
with events, experiences, expression,
and she will not be a stay-at-home, liv
ing at an even tempobut traveling,
seeking new fields of endeavor, workingout her destiny in the outer world. She
belongs, definitely, to the New Age and
she will not fit into the old pattern of
life. Due to a trine from Uranus in
Gemini to Neptune in Libra, and a
sextile to Pluto in Leo, it is easy to see

that writing and traveling will be both
her vocation and avocation.

Neptune in the 5th house, the home
of entertainment, children, and teach
ing, shows ability along lines of teach
ing as well as writing, and the trine
from Neptune to Uranus will aid her in
writing drama, and also to set it in mo
tion.

Mars in the 9th house in the sign
Aquarius and sextile to Virginia's
Venus in Taurus again brings out the
artistic side of her nature and she will
be ambitious, adventuresome, and fond
of outdoor sports and pleasures. This
aspect gives her a clear head in busi
ness matters and usually indicates an
early marriage.

The Moon is in the sign Leo trine
(very good) to her Sun in Aries-an
other strong link with the artistic and
writing world.

The Moon in Leo is sextile to Uranus
in Gemini and Neptune in Libra is
opposed to the Sun in Aries, and the
Moon in Leo is square to Venus in Tau
rus; this means that Virginia should be
taught the real value of steadiness in
her affections. 'There is always a weak
link in all charts and the more gifted
a chart the more severe is the lesson to
be learned; in Virginia's chart the les
son is indicated by the Moon in Leo
square to Venus in Taurus, and Sat
urn in Caneer square to both Neptune
in Libra and the Sun in Aries, showingthat this girl has misused her. abilityin the past (Saturn) in the 1st house,and that she is now ready to work out
her destiny through love and service.
Saturn sextile to Venus and trine to
Mars will offset through early training
( Saturn in the 1st house) the square
from Saturn to Neptune and the Sun.

Mars has a long sextile to Mercury
which will give impetus to the mind

(Continued on page 382)
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Business Career

FLORENCE G.-Bo;rn October 2,
1912, 6 :20 A.M. Lat. 39 N. Long. 95 W.
Neptune in the 10th house is not good
for working for others when he is op
posed to Uranus in Capricorn, ruler of
the 10th house. Both Mercury and Sun
make a close trine to Saturn, and Mars
is also trine the Moon. This means that
public stenographic work, (three plan
ets in Gemini), newspaper, gift shoppe,
or literary work (three planets in
Libra), will be Florence's best outlet.
Jupiter is sextile to Mercury and Sun
but is opposed to Saturn; and this
means that Florence must .guard against
being too careful of expenditures
used rightly and willingly, however,
she can overcome this tendency and
keep her funds working for her. Nep
tune, ruler of the 6th house is stand
ing alone; this aloofness is also carried
out by the 6th house, that of employ
ment, being empty; which means that
Florence always works better alone and
silently.

Florist. Gardener
FLORENCE M. L.-Born December

30, 1910, 11:45 P.M. Lat. 42 N. Long.
88 W. With four planets in Capricorn
and two (Venus and Mercury) opposed
to Neptune in the 10th house, the pro
fession, standing in community, Flor
ence would experience difficulty in find
ing work. Therefore she would do bet
ter in business for herself, no matter
how small the income, as Mercury,
significator of the mind, is square to
Saturn in· Aries in the 7th house that
of partnerships. A small business, pref
erably managed from the home ( three

planets in the 4th house) would solve

the work problem and would be in har
mony with the forces of the Sun, Venus,
and Mercury. Any small business such
as beauty work, florist shoppe, or work
ing with the products of the soil would
avoid the necessity of asking others for
employment. Being of a devout nature
Florence would do well in working with
group activities.

• •

Teacher. Writer
WILLIAM C. C.-Born April 14,

1908, 1254 A.M. Lat. 55 N. Long. 1 W.
Sagittarius rising and Jupiter, ruler of
Ascendant in the sign of Leo and sextile
to both Venus and Mars in Gemini, the
sign on the cusp of the 6th house shows
that William's pathway of servico
should take him into the field of writing,
publishing, or teaching. His Moon in
the sign Virgo gives him a desire to
work with the sick; but due to a square
to his Pluto, the new planet, he will not
gain his real place in life through heal
ing. His real field lies in one of the
before_ mentioned occupations, namely:
writing, publishing, or teaching. Meta
physics will attract him and he will
gain, spiritually, from such studies, as
indicated by a long trine from his Moon
to Uranus, the planet of astrology. It
should give William pleasure to know
that while Uranus and Dragon's Tail
are in Capricorn, intercepted in 1st
house, they will, nevertheless, bring
him the honor and distinction that is
rightly his when the wheel of life has
turned far enough for him to reap the
reward of his mental and spiritual re
actions to life. Therefore William
should watch for that time for it will
bring him important guidance in work-
ing out his life pattern.

•
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Monthly News
• • •

Interpreted
Your Psyche--and Color

"Many physicians who specialize in the
treatment of mental ailments have experi
mented with various color combinations
and have brought many interesting facts
to light. Dr. Zeller was among the first,
some twenty-five years ago, to use colors
in the treatment of mental and nervous
disorders. He cites the case of two hos
pitals in Switzerland where eight veran
dahs were provided, three enclosed with
ruby glass, three with violet, one with opal
and one with amber, each type of solarium
being designed for the treatment of a
specific type, of mental disease. The re
sults were remarkably good.

Dr. S. E. Katz, of the New York State
Psychiatric Institute and Hospital, has
made a study of the color preferences of the
insane. In every group of insane patients
blue was found to be the most pleasing
color. Green was a distant second. Red
was a close third, with violet, yellow. and
orange, fourth, fifth, and sixth, in order.
Green was more favored by inmates who
were in for a short duration. Orange and
yellow were the least liked by this group
and best liked by those who had been in the
hospital for three years or more.

Green was better liked by males and
red by females. Red, orange and yellow
were more pleasing to maniac-depressives
(circular insanity) than to others, and
green was most pleasing to those suffering
from dementia precox (split personality in
sanity).

It is well for directors of mental hos
pitals to take the color preference of the
insane into consideration. Colors will play
just as important a part in their recovery
as will drugs, food, and rest."Mind Di
gest.

Color, as stated in an interesting ar
ticle in Life, begins with light. "The
sensation of color is aroused in the hu
man mind by the way in which the eyes
and the brain centers of sight respond
to the waves of light which bear the
world in on our perceiving conscious
ness. The perception of color is, there
fore, a highly personal experience. It
is influenced by association and aesthe
tie preference, by fatigue, by sharp
ness of vision, and by color blindness.
Yet for all human eyes, the perception
of color is linked firmly to physical

reality and depends first of all on the
nature of light.

The waves of visible light are a
narrow band in the known spectrum of
radiant energy. This spectrum moves
from the invisible, miles-long waves of
radio through the infra-red waves of
heat across the visible wave lengths of
color to the invisible ultra-short ultra
violet waves and on out to the infinitely
short waves of cosmic rays. Within the
visible spectrum light waves themselves
vary from 700 millimicrons (billionths
of a meter) to 400 millimicrons in
length. When a beam of white light is
dispersed by a prism and separated
into its component wave lengths, it is
seen at once that each of these wave
lengths stimulates a different color
response in the human eye.''

Each color has its own wave length,
and a diagram shows that the same wave
lengths which in a certain frequency
are most brilliant in the yellow region
of the spectrogram, in another appear
black because sodium vapor in the solar
atmosphere absorbs these wave lengths
of light. The presence of helium in the
sun's spectrum proved the existence of
this rare gas long before it was disco.
ered on earth ; outside the visible spec
trum, mercury vapor is the powerful
ultraviolet light source. [Astrology
ascribes the color violet to the planet
Mercury.]

Each of the planets, the seven ''
light

bearers' or the 'Seven Spirits before
the Throne,'' according to the Rosieru
cian teaching, receives the light of the
sun in a different measure, according
to its proximity to the central orb and
the constitution of its atmosphere, and
the beings upon each, according to their
stage of development, have affinity for; •

some of the solar rays. They absorb the
colors congruous to them and reflect
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the remainder upon the other planets.
This reflected ray bears with it an im

pulse of the nature of the beings with
which it has been in contact. Thus the
divine Light and Life come to each
planet, either directly from the sun or
reflected from the planets, bearing com

mingled impulses of all the Spirits, and
in that varicolored light we live and
move and have our being.

'The rays coming directly from the
sun are productive of spiritual illumina
tion the reflected rays from other' .

planets make for added consciousness
and moral development, and the rays
reflected by way of the moon give phys
ical growth.

But as each planet can only absorb a
certain quantity of one or more colors
according to the general stage of evo
lution there, so each being on earth :

mineral plant, animal, and man, can' .
absorb and thrive upon a certain quan-
tity of the various rays projected upon
the earth. 'The remainder do not affect
it or produce sensation any more than
the blind are conscious of light and
color which exist everywhere aroind
them. 'Therefore each being is differ
ently affected by the planetary or
stellar' rays.

Thus science explores the subject of
color by means of ingenious mechanical
devices and psychological experiment,
while occult science approaches it from
the superphysical. The correlation ( OJ)

difference) yet remains to be estab
lished between the beings on other plan
ets who absorb that part of the sun's
rays congruous to them, and ourselves,
who are so greatly affected by the col
ors cast off or reflected by them.

DHing Pilot Prays--'Light'
Brings Aid

ABOARD CARRIER FLAGSHIP, West
ern Pacific, April 18-A.P.The story is

told by Lieut. Murl W. Davenport of De
troit. Once in the early morning darkness
he saw a light blinking on the water below
him-where, he was convinced, a fighter
pilot shot down by Zeros was adrift.

Lieutenant Davenport circled nearly
seven hours over that spot. He finally was
able to communicate with a PT boat which
sped in-and found an injured pilot, who
had been adrift 40 hours. The boat crew,
though, didn't see any light.

The rescued pilot recovered. He said
he had parachuted into the sea, and some
how his rubber boat came loose from the
plane and drifted over toward him. He
climbed in and prayed, he said-I had no
flashlight; no way to signal .. ."The
Christian Science Monitor.

Many incidents similar to that quoted
above will come out of this war, many
seeming "miracles" will be related, and
people generally will be unable to ac
count for them. In this instance, where
did the light come from which Lieut.
Davenport saw! And what caused the
wounded pilot's rubber boat '' some
how'' to come loose from the plane and
drift toward him? When the pilot
prayed for help, he got it, and occult
teaching gives a reasonable explanation
based upon testimony of hundreds oil
seers.

We know that God has all power, and
is everywhere present. What many peo
ple do not consciously admit, however,
is that He has helpers-bands of them-
both visible and invisible. Many spir
itually advanced people are aware of
activity at night while their bodies are
lying in their beds, peacefully "sleep
ing.'' In other words, the Spirit has
temporarily left its physical vehicle
(the Bible is replete with instances of
persons being and acting ' in the
spirit''), and is able to function with
complete freedom, clothed in its at
tenuated garments of the higher ethers,
and the mind. The Ego, or Spirit, is
capable of radiating light from the seat
of its being, that sacred spot in the
forehead which is impenetrable to the
will of another. (To the trained seer
this spot appears like the invisible core
of a gas flame.)

In this case, an "Invisible Helper,"
aiding the wounded pilot, radiated a
light which Lieut. Davenport was able
to see from his plane, and rescue of the
pilot was effected.
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The Moon and Your Operation
Question:

Everyone knows the moon controls
the tides, and that many farmers plant
potatoes, bee'ts, etc.,

'' in the dark of the
moon,'' while vegetables that grow on
top of the earth, such as lettuce, are
best planted '' in the light of the moon.''
I was told the other day that the moon
also affects surgical operations. Will
you please explain why this is?

Answer :

The position of "the Star of Slum
ber'' is a much more powerful factor
in the health and affairs of mankind
than the unobservant surmise. Happily,
however, this is becoming more and more
an age of investigation, where the indi
vidual who thinks for himself desires
to know the truth of stated facts and
conditions. Astrology is a science, which
by study will prove of value in numer
ous phases of life. Here, however, we
are only concerned with the easily dis
cernible position of the Moon from day
to day, and its effect in the operative
work.

According to astrology, different
parts of the human body are ruled by
their respective signs of the zodiac.
Aries governs the head, Taurus the neck
and cerebellum, and so on. A surgeon
niay readily verify the dietum of
Ptolemy, the father of astrology, that
there is more blood pressure in the part
of the body which is ruled by the sign in
which the Moon may be moving at that,
time. For instance, take a nasal opera
tion; the rhinologist should not operate
when the Moon is in Aries, but wait a

few days till the Moon enters Taurus,
or Libra, if the operation can be de
ferred for that length of time, for there
will be less hemorrhage when the Moon
is passing through the opposite signs:
On that account the surgeon should
preferably operate when the Moon is in
the sign opposite to that which rules
the part of the anatomy to be operated
upon.

Anyone may easily familiarize him
self with the symbols of the signs of the
zodiac, and the parts of the anatomy
they rule, by a brief study of pages 24
and 25 of Simplified Scientific Astrol
ogy, by Max Heindel; then, with a copy
of the current year's Ephemeris, he may
quickly see the position of the Moon for
any day.

DIMENSIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS

Question:
The faculty of space perception, tho

'"Cosmo'' states, is connected with the
delicate adjustment of the three semi
circular canals in the ear, pointing in
the three dimensions of space. Logical
thought and mathematical ability are
in proportion to the accuracy of their
adjustment.

It seems that the perception of the
fourth dimension has been arrived at
by mathematicians of a very high de-
gree. Can you tell me if there is any
change in the arrangement of theso
semicircular canals, or what is the pro
cess that leads up to the fourth dimen-
sional consciousness? '

It would also seem that nature spirits .

and elementals have this fourth dimen
sional consciousness which is a higher
degree of consciousness than that which
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consciousness for in addition to the
height, width, and depth, which are the
dimensions of space in the physical
world, there is what we may call
'' throughness'' in the ethers. With the
etheric sight you may look into a moun
tain and if you have an etheric body
such as nature spirits possess, you may
also walk through the hardest granite
rock. It will offer no more obstruction
than the air does to our progress here,
in fact not so much, for here we are
hindered by winds. But even among
nature spirits there are different entities
and a corresponding variation of con

sciousness.
The consciousness which builds and

ensouls these bodies, however, belongs
to a number of divine hierarchs who are
gaining additional experience in that
manner; and the forms which are built
of matter and thus ensouled have at
tained a degree of self-consciousness ;

during these long existences they have
acquired a sense of their own transitory
existence and it is to their rebellion
against this state of things that the wan
of the elements notably, fire, air, and
water, is due. Fancying that they are
being held in bondage they seek libera
tion by force, and having no sense to

guide themselves, run amuck in a de-•
structive manner which at times brings
about great catastrophes. The con
sciousness of the gnomes is too dull to
take the initiative but they not infre
quently become accomplices of the other
nature spirits by opening passages
which favor explosions in the rock. How
ever, this has no connection with the
Elberfeld horses or kindred animal
prodigies. These are the wards of their
respective group spirits and it is prob
ably the last time they will seek em
bodiment in an animal form. When
that happens, such spirits are relegated
to Chaos where they must wait during
the . Cosmic Night for their less-gifted
brothers until the time when it is pos
sible to begin their human evolution in
the Jupiter Period.

-

With respect to the consciousness of
the elementals or nature spirits. You
are correct in assuming that they have
what may be called a fourth dimensional

we now possess, and possibly the bee on

the Elberfeld horses. What makes man

superior to these beings, and what is

the arrangement of these semi-circular
canals in the case of the bees and these

gifted horses!
Answer: .

We know that God geometrizes, that
all the processes of nature are founded
upon a systematic calculation which

argues the great Master-Mind. When
God as the great Architect of the uni
verse has built the whole world upon
mathematical lines we may know that
consciously or unconsciously the mathe
matician is reaching out in a direction
in which eventually he will find himself
face to face with God and this in itself
argues an expansion of consciousness.
When we consider the fact that each one
of the semi-circular canals is in fact a

super-sensitive spirit level adjusted so
as to indicate to our consciousness the
motion of our body through the length
and breadth, height or depth of space
we may easily understand that their
actual adjustment is necessary to space
perception. If they are true then the
space perception of that person is per
feet, and if he takes up the study of
mathematics then his theories will agree
with what he sees in the world as actual
facts.' This in some high minds en

genders an actual love of figures so that
they may rest such a mind instead of
being a source of fatigue as they are to
most people, and then that love of figures
may arouse in him the latent spiritual
faculties, but not through any change
in the semi-circular canals for these are
bony structures and not easily changed
during the lifetime. There is no doubt,
however, that one who has a taste for
music or mathematics will later build
these canals more accurately in the Sec
ond Heaven between death and a new
birth.
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NUTRITION AND HEALTH

• • •

Sleep--and What lt Means
By EVE M. BA0ON

We sleep, but the loom of life never stops; and the natterwhich was weaving when the sun went down' is weaving still whenit comes up tomorrow.
-Henry Ward Beecher.

••c
OD bless the man who in
vented sleep!"

Sancho Panza said it, and
each word is an echo of all mankind
for this state in which we spend prae
tically one third of our lives.

Sleep is the one eternal mystery that
has been the source of study and scien
tifie investigation since man first began
to think. No man nor animal can do
without sleep, and even plants fall into
a sleeplike condition when they fold
their petals against the dying sun.
What is sleep! What forces are back
of this loss of waking consciousness that
descends upon all beings; that holds
them in its soft embrace and returns
them freshened and rested to a new
day !

The ancient Greeks had a theory for
it; the ancients of all races have had
their superstitions concerning it, and
modern science is still devising methods
of studying sleep.·

The majority of people consider sleepan unconscious, inactive state of being.From an occult standpoint sleep is
never inactive, and only objectively
unconscious. The very fact that sci
ence acknowledges sleep as 'the greatrestorer'' itself admits there must be
activity in order to restore.

First of all, let us study the cause of
sleep. Why do we become drowsy toward
evening; why do we have an instine
tive desire to shut our eyes and close
out all activity whether we have lab
ored hard during the day or loafed the
hours away? Some investigators claim
that fatigue products formed in the
tissues depress the brain sufficiently to
cause sleep. But if that is all there is
to it, why do we grow equally sleepy
when we are not really fatigued!

Material scientists labor through the
medium of the physical body alone,
thus retarding their understanding re
garding many of the hidden processes of
nature making a great mystery of
many facts that occultists have known
and understood for centuries.

The occult scientist recognizes man's
other three vehicles, vital, desire, and
mind, and finds the true answer to many
scientifie mysteries through a study of
them.

During the day man's vital body
lives through its absorbance of solar
force. 'This vital body wages a con
tinual battle with the desire body to
create and maintain a balance of har
mony in the physical vehicle. But
through its activity and the consumption of food by,the dense body, through
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the thoughts and desires of the other
vehicles, the solar rays transmitted to
the vital body cannot be properly as
similated by it causing the vital intake
to become less and less; and when the
vital body ceases _to receive a sufficient
supply of the life giving solar force, i_t

collapses. 'The nerves, cut off from their
normal supply of vital force lose their
awareness, the . physical (dense) body
becomes drowsy, listless, and dull. The

Ego then becomes forced to withdraw
from- the physical body taking the mind
and desire body with it and gravitates
to the Desire World.

There is an essence in the Desire
World corresponding to the vital fluid
which permeates the dense body by
means of the vital body. Here the
higher .vehicles which have withdrawn
from the dense body steep themselves in
this elixir of life. When strengthened
sufficiently, these vehicles commence
work on the vital body, which was left
with the sleeping dense body. 'The vital
body when recuperated, begins the
work of rebuilding the dense body. It
is during the time that elapses between
the withdrawal of the Ego and its
higher vehicles and its reentering of
the physical body that we say the per
son is asleep.

Such is the nature of sleep; a with
drawal of the desire and mental bodies
from the dense body to allow recupera
tion of the Ego's vehicles.

Modern research has devised methods
of measuring sleep, its depth, and
density. Experiments have been made
to determine the volume of sound nec
essary to waken a sleeping person. Thus,
by measuring the volume of sound, the
density of the sleep may be determined.
In adults it has been found that the
density of unconsciousness increases
after the first hour. Children appar
ently have two deep periods of sleep,
spaced by lighter periods. But the
recuperative power of sleep is always
determined by its duration and never
by its depth.

Science recognizes sleep only as a
means of .restoration of physical and
mental powers, and has no satisfactory
explanation as to how it is done. Oc
cultists on the other hand, recognize
its rebuilding powers and know how
and why it is accomplished. They know
that when the Ego leaves the vital and
dense bodies, there is recuperative work
to be done on all its vehicles before it
can reenter .the dense body left upon the
bed. And because this work is done
while we are not conscious in the phys
ical body we are not aware of what has
been going on when we return to a
waking state.

Contrary to popular belief uneon
sciousness is not uniform for all the
senses during sleep. As the solar force
transmitted to the nerves of the body
begins to flow more slowly, the power
to make conscious movements appears
to be noticeably decreased. The senses
of smell and taste appear to be com

pletely submerged. The sense of touch
and hearing are quiescent. Most
functional activities are slowed up,
the breath comes quieter, blood pres
sure falls, the body temperature is low
ered, the pulse is slower, and the secre
tions of the system ( tears, saliva, urine,
etc.), are reduced. Oddly enough in
contrast, the sweat secretions during
sleep are greatly increased; in some
cases during one hour of sleep the body
will throw off the equivalent perspira
tion that one hour of exercise would
produce.

The one sense which has not as yet
been mentioned is sight. This physical
sense is also inactive during sleep.

Seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting,
and feeling are all powers of the Spirit
and the physical organs correlated to
them are simply instruments by means
of which the Spirit is able to contact
the outside world and its own physical
body. 'The process pertaining to spir
itual sight according to Max Heindel is
asfollows: 'The Spirit sees, hears, et
cetera, not only with the surface, but
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have been claimed for it. A few doctors
today are practicing scientife hypno
tism but the medical profession as a
whole still associate it with charlatanry
and frown on its use, unconsciously do
ing humanity a great favor.

Published accounts have claimed that
acute alcoholics have been cured of thein
taste for liquor and that certain psy
chological disorders have also been
diagnosed and cured through its means.

On the face of these claimed facts by
scientists and psychiatrists it would
seem that the use of hypnotism had
emerged from its shadow of disrepute
and become a powerful instrument of
modern healing. But like so many other
popular conclusions, a mistake has been
made here.

Let us see what really happens when
a subject permits himself to be hypno
tized. The person who is doing the
hypnotizing makes certain passes over,the head of his victim forcing out the
head of the vital body so that it lies
around the neck in thick rolls. 'Thus
the connection between the Spirit and
the dense body is severed. 'The dense
brain is then left for the use of the
hypnotist. 'The hypnotist then im
plants his own ideas and thoughts into
his victim's brain and these impres
sions stay there when the person is
brought back to consciousness. In the
case of treating disease or a bad habit
this may appear to be a good thing,but the occultist ever looks deeper than
the surface and in that way discovers
the truth.

Science claims cures for their pa
tients because they take their viewpoint
from the acknowledgment of one life
only. But the occultist knows this pres
ent life to be only one among many.

Therefore so called involuntary cures
cannot produce lasting good-they
really do a vast amount of harm. In
cases of hypnotic cures in this life the
patient is laboring under another ind
vidual's will; the cure is not voluntary
as it would be if it were the result of

with every single atom of its spiritual
body, inside and outside, and what it
perceives is not really the physical
things which we see with our physical
eyes, but every chair, table, desk, or
whatever other physical implement, is
interpenetrated by both ethers and de
sire stuff-it is this that it perceives,
and that to it is as real and tangible as
the physical forms are to us.

The occult scientist knows that dnur
ing sleep, the advanced Ego clothed in
its finer vehicles is able to leave its dense
body at will and wander where it may
choose acquiring knowledge which the
ordinary person is unable to contact.
Accordingly such an individual appre
ciates the full blessing of sleep, and its
importance.

Understanding the cause of natural
sleep brings up the question of artificial
sleep. When sleep is induced by means
of sedatives or anesthetics we find a
different condition. Then the vital body
is partially driven out along with the
higher vehicles, leaving the life and
chemical ethers interpenetrating the
dense form. 'The refusal of some mem
bers of the medical profession to recog
nize the influence of the moon upon the
human body has caused many accidental

deaths through the administration of
anesthetics at the wrong time. When
the Moon is on the increase, from new
to full, stimulants produce the best ef
feet and sedatives are weakest; it is
during this time that anesthetics are
most liable to result in fatalities if
given in too great a quantity.

Another method of artificial sleep
that has taken a great hold on popular
imagination is hypnotism. 'There has
been a great deal written during the
past few years concerning the use of
hypnotism in the treatment of disease.
Hypnotism is a method of inducing
artificial sleep, but leaves the mind
open to external suggestion. A great
deal of research has been done by mod-.
ern scientists in the study of hypno
tism and many so called miracles of cure,
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Epictetus.

Does a man reproach thee for being
proud or ill-natured, envious or con
ceited, ignorant or detracting? Con
sider thyself whether his reproaches are
true. If they are not, consider that
thou art not the person whom he re
proaches, but that he reviles an imag
inary being, and perhaps loves what
thou really art, though he hates what
thou appearest to be.

one's own determination to overcome. . beneficial. By talking quietly to a pa
Therefore, when another earth life is tient while he is asleep just as you
entered the disease or fault is still with would were he awake, you can instil
the person and he will always be chained into his mind hope and healing and
to it until he exerts his own free will materially aid in his recovery; but no
and overcomes it. So in substituting demand should ever be made.
hypnotism for free will one is only de- Knowing as we do how passive a con
laying his own evolutionary advance- dition sleep is, it behooves the aspirant
ment. to a higher life to guard himself through

You may argue that once the victim's right living and so make his sleep an
consciousness returns he goes on his active agent for his spiritual develop
way under his own initiative and de- ment. If he will enter the state of sleep
sires, but this is not strictly true. No with his thoughts concentrated upon
matter how well meaning the hypnotist holy and noble ideas he will draw to
may be, it is impossible for him to with- ward himself only the things which are
draw all of the ether from his victim's holy and noble. His mind and desire
brain that has permeated it from his bodies will be open to impressions from
own vital body. A certain portion of above and closed to the things from be
his ether remains in the medulla oblon- low.
gata of the victim and whether either To go to sleep with the mind fixed
of them is aware of it or not the vie- on pure thoughts causes the Spirit to
tim is always amenable to the sugges- gravitate to grander realms where true
tions of his hypnotist for the rest of his vision is possible. Through persistent
life. practice in right thought and actions

However, there is a brighter side to the inner senses of the Spirit will be
the treatment of disease. during sleep come more aware, the shrine within will
and it is perfectly possible to do so in a burn with a purer, brighter light, until
way that has no harmful results on the it will ultimately attract the attention
patient. of the great Ones who will gla:dly give

In natural sleep as we have seen; the further directions. When this develop
Ego with its higher vehicles is outside ment is accomplished sleep will no
of the dense body, but closely connected longer mean oblivion or a dream state.
with it by means of the silver cord. It will be the means only of laying off
Futhermore. his brain is permeated by the earthy body for a few hours- each
its own vital body. Because of this the night to step forth radiantly into a
sleeper is in close contact with his dense fuller life where the Spirit will learn to
body at all times. In this condition work and serve with the Great Masters
thoughts of healing and ideas of sugges- of Wisdom.

tion may be communicated to the sleep-
er's brain. However, the brain of the
sleeper will not admit anything that is
not in harmony with its own natural
inclinations. While he is amenable to
suggestion, he is in full control of his
vital body and he cannot be forced o
do anything against his will. Under
the hypnotist spell the victim has no
choice; but in natural sleep he still has
free will.

Suggestions to others who need aid
during their sleep have proven greatly
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HEALING

Founded on the Admonition of the Christ to Heal the Sick.

HOPE, A HEALTH FACTOR

A hopeful mind is the greatest of all
medicine, and a constant reiteration of
a resolution to overcome the present ills
is better than all the medicine in the
world. When one is in constant pain,
suffering acutely, it is perhaps very
difficult to maintain an attitude of
optimism; nevertheless, the magie
formula of the Savior-"As a man
thinketh in his heart so is he''applied
to health, will help us to overcome in
time. It is a law that if we think health
we must of necessity sooner or later ex
press health. We must live the rational
life and cease from excesses, particnu
larly in diet; that cannot be emphasized
too often. Neither will it avail to stand
before a mirror and reiterate to oneself.
"I have Faith," "I am Health,'' or
similar untrue affirmations. Just stop
talking of your ailments to others; try
above all to divert your own thoughts
from your condition; believe in health
as your birthright, and as something
that can be attained by you, never wav
ering. (Occult Principles of Health and
Healing, by Max Heindel.)

4 # 4 4 4 # t 4

As there is a great need for the work
of the Invisible Helpers at the present
time, so there is equal need for Visible
Helpers to support their work by send
ing out healing power which is taken up
by the Elder Brothers each evening at
the Temple Service here at Mt. Beelesia.

Therefore, we ask our friends and pa
tients to join us as Visible Helpers in
sending out this power. You may do
this by concentrating with us each eve

ning at 6:30 (by your own clock), when
a healing service is held in the Temple
pictured above. Also, on the dates
given below, a service is held in the
Pro-Ecclesia when the moon is in a
cardinal sign. Relax, close your eyes
and make a mental picture of the pure
white rose in the center of the Rosieru
cian Emblem on the west wall of our
Ecclesia, and concentrate on Divine
love and Healing.

• • •

July 2- 8-15-22-29
August 4--11-19-25
September 1-- 8-15-22-28

•
Kentucky, April, 1945.

The Rosicrucian Fellowship
Healing Dep..
My dear Friends:

I am feeling so much better that I can
write and tell you ta take my name from
your healing list. It is really wonderful
beyond words what prayer and the help of
the Invisible Helpers have done for me. I
believe the only cure I have had was from
he help received from the Invisible Help
ers. I can't think of anything to say or
write compared to my deep appreciation.
Thank you for the interest and help you
have given me. May God bless you and
the etorts you all put forth in relieving
the suffering.

•

Always sincerely yours,-A.L.
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Connecticut, February, 1945.
The Rosicrucian Fellowship
Department of Healing,
Dear Friends:

When I think that only one year ago my
nerves were in such a state that I could not
even go out among people--and now I am
Chairman of a Red Cross branch and go
to conferences where 2000 people are pres
ent, etc., and not only conduct a weekly
sewing meeting but have also just finished
making 44 slip covers for the back and
seat cushions of chairs and divans in the
Red Cross recreation room, a hospital for
blind soldiers, doing practically all the
work myself, I realize what progress I have
made!

'

Thank you again for all your kind assist
ance.

G.W.D.

California, March, 1945.
Rosicrucian Fellowship
Healing Dept.
Dear Friends:

Since I have become a member of the
Rosicrucian Fellowship I have been truly
blessed. I have improved in every way, in
mind, and health, and my neck does not give
me any trouble; even with the changeable
weather at this time of the year, there are
no pains. I am confident the Elder Broth
ers have been a constant aid, and I appre
ciate everything.

Yours truly, G.F.

''Narrowness of mind is often the
cause of obstinacy ; we do not easily be
lieve beyond what we see."

Rochefoucauld.

Do You Want to Regain Your
Health?

HEALING THE SICK is one of the de
parmcnts in which the Rosicrucians spe
cialize through their system of healing by
the ministrations of the Invisible Helpers.
The Helpers· work on the etheric body of
the patient, principally at night while he
is out of the body in sleep. We shall be
very glad to give anyone who is sick the
benefit of the assistance which we can
render along this line. The patient estab
lishes connection with the Invisible Help
ers by writing a weekly letter to Head
quarters. He is also given supplementary
advice on diet. exercise, etc. This denart
ment is supported by free-will offerings.
If you are sick, and if you are interested,
address,

THE ROSICRUCIAN FELLOWSHIP
Oceanside, California, U.S.A.

'
j

ROSICRUCIAN BOOKS

On the Philosophy
The Rosicrucian Cosmo-Conception.. $2.00
Paper Bound 4 for $2.00; single copies .75

The Rosicrucian Mysteries . . . . . . . . . 1.60
The Web of Destiny . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.60

Mysteries of the Great Operas 1.50
Ancient and Modern Initiation ··... 1.50

Gleanings of a Mystic . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.50
Letters to Students . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00

Teachings of an Initiate 1.50
Rosicrucian Philosophy in Questions

and Answers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00
Occult Principles of Health and Healing 1.50
Freemasonry and Catholicism •.•.• 1.00
In the Land of the Living Dead •... 1.00
The Rosicrucian Christianity Lectures 2.00

On Astrology
Message of the Stars 2.50

Astro-Diagnosis 2.50
Simplified Scientific Astrology 1.50

Astrology and the Ductless Glands .. .25
Tables of Houses (3), each .50

The three cloth-bound in one vol. . . . 1.50

Simplified Scientific Ephemerides
From 1857each year . . . . . . . . . . . .25

Ephemerides, bound (20 years) ..... 5.00

Astrological Charts, small 5; large .. .25

Horoscope Data Sheets, 1 doz. .1
(8x11 in., printed both sides)

Booklets
Mystical Interpretation of Christmas. .25
Mystical Interpretation of Easter ... .25
Mystery of the Ductless Glands . . . . . .25
Nature Spirits and Nature Forces .. .25
How Shall We Know Christ? . . . . . . . .16
Rosicrucian Child Training . . . . . . . . . .25
Christ or Buddha? .20
Evolution .- • .10
Earthbound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10
Salads and Vegetarian Menus ..... .25

ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE

Catalog of Publications sent on request.

Write for list of our books published in
foreign languages.

Discount to Dealers

The Rosicrucian Fellowship
Oceanside, California, U.S.A.
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Children's

Department

Cornelia's Underground Adventure

By EVERETT AUSTIN GOODELL and HASMICK VEE

(IN
this sunshiny Saturday after

noon, Cornelia went out into
the back yard, carrying a

paper bag filled with bread and cake
crumbs which she took to the birdbath.
There on its broad flat edge she placed
crumbs for the feathered songsters
who would later alight to sip and
bathe. Awaiting their arrival, she sat
down and leaned against the birdbath's
concrete base and became still, for she
knew the birds would not come if she
moved about. Near the brick wall fac
ing her grew a large old grapevine, and
Cornelia noticed its many new leaves
and curlicue tendrils. All at once there
was a rustling and shaking among the
lower leaves of vine, and she heard a
small voice saying, 'Greetings, Cor
nelia, 'tis I-Murel, King of the Color
Fairies!'' And suddenly a dignified but
charming little man stepped out from
beneath the lowest and thickest cluster
of grape leaves. He couldn't have been
more than a few inches high, but he
looked every inch a king.

''Tm happy to see you, King Murel,''
said Cornelia, making a polite curtsey
as befitted such a royal personage.

The queen begs to be excused for
not coming today,'' continued the little
king. "She is busy in another part of
our realm. So I am delegated to invite
you to our underground kingdom of
Color-Land.'' He stopped and fum
bled about his green and russet robe.

'Where is my scepter?' he exclaimed.
Where is the blessed thing? Men,
men-where is my diamond scepter?''

Instantly two little people also
dressed in green and russet, but with
short capes, stepped out from under
the low-lying leaves.

"Yes, sir! Yes, sir! Quite right,
sir!" they said together. "There it is
in your back pocket, sir!''

"Oh-ah, that's better," spoke the
relieved king. "Now, let's see-the
stone. Roll away the stone, men, roll
away the stone!"

Promptly the two little helpers
parted some tall weeds near the grape
vine and exposed a large stone, which
Cornelia remembered as the same one
where the Queen of the Color Fairies
had once paused.

With much grunting, puffing, and
blowing the two little men pushed at
the heavy round slab, but in vain. It
did not budge.

'Stop!'' ordered their king. "What
with so much on my mind, I forgot to
say the magic words!'' Then raising
his tiny glittering scepter, he in
toned :

''
Rock, roll open, rock-away!

Reveal our secret passageway!''

There came a thrilling rumble that.
shook the ground beneath Cornelia's
feet. Twigs snapped; vines crackled.
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The stone moved and turned, then lo
and behold ! the hidden entrance to the
underground empire was revealed.
Coming closer, Cornelia saw a descend
ing spiral of stone steps, dipping down
between walls of smooth, grayish-green
rock.

"Lead on, men !
'' commanded the

miniature monarch. The two scampered
down the stone stairway like sure-footed
mountain goats. 'Come, Cornelia, if
you would view the wonders of our hid
den kingdom.''

Oh, yes, I'm coming, sir,'' Cornelia
answered. However, she thought the
entrance looked exceedingly small for
her. But the next moment, quick as a
wink, she found herself inside.

"It's very kind of you to let me visit
your kingdom,'' observed Cornelia as
she followed the little beings.

'H'm, ah-yes!'' said the king.
''There are other ways to reach my
realm, but I thought the stairway would
be easier for you. As it is, most earth
people don't even know that my under
ground empire exists. Yet it is as old as
the world itself, and quite as active, if
not more so.' The little sovereign
smiled benignly as if pleased with his
role of instructor.

What is all that stuff there?'' in
quired Cornelia as their circling steps
passed a huge alcove filled with a mass
of grey muck.

"That is on level 'E ',-we call it
'Mock,' meaning false or mocking.
Fool's gold is what it really is. More·
unfinished business,'' sighed the little
king.

Upon reaching the level marked ''F,'?
they stopped for a moment while the
two helpers opened a wall locker and
brought out four weather-repellent
jackets. 'Better put on this cloak,''
said King Murel, handing one to Cor
nelia. 'Green moisture drips here from
the walls and roof." A sort of hood
came up over the head of the wearer,
protecting the face and hair.

"Copper mine here," added the

gnome monarch as- they continued on
their way.

'' Acid drips from rocks;
eats up everythingcar rails and all.

Keeps us busy repairing and renewing.
Ah, down to level 'G' at last ! We are
now entering the boundaries of my un

derground city of Antimock, capital of

my hidden empire.''
Oh, do I ride in the little cars toot''

asked Cornelia as she saw the two help
ers clambering into the driver's seat of
the first car.
•

"Yes, indeed," said the king. "But
first take off your cape and jacket. It
is warm down here in Antimock. We
will ride in the chemical cars across
Happy Valley up to the Rock Cavern
palace gates."

Soon they were winding across the
lovely lowlands known as Happy Val

ley. Here could be seen many gnomes
working among ''fields'' of softly col.
ored rock substances.

That's where we grow all the min
erals,'' explained the king.'' I didn't know anything hard like
rocks had to grow,'' remarked Cornelia,
with a wondering look.

Indeed, they do!'' said the king
emphatically. ''My gnomes are experts
at combining just the right amount of
small particles which go into the differ
erent metals and minerals.''

'Does Antimock mean something like
'Mock' up on level 'E' T'' asked Cornelia.
At this, the two helpers in the front car
snickered, but checked their giggles at
a frown from his Majesty.

''They are laughing because I, Murel,
used to live up on the 'E' level trying
to turn that good-for-nothing muck into
gold. But lacking time to do it right
away, and having a myriad more im
portant things to do, I sank the shaft
and stairway down two more levels to
this vast under-valley and built my city
on this site.'' Here the king ordered
the cars to stop and they all got out.

(Continued on page 383)
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MT. ECCLESIA NEWS

I)
HE legend of the swallows re
turning to San Juan Capis
trano Mission here in California

each year on the same date, to build their
nests and raise their young, is too well
known throughout this country to need
repetition. However, we are pleased that
here at Mt. Ecclesia we are duplicating
this in a small way. Last year the swal-
lows came to Mt. Ecclesia again after
many years and were heartily welcomed
at the Healing Department building
which they chose for their homes, the
red tile roof of the building extending
out sufficiently to make an excellent
protection. from the elements for their
nests. We are happy to relate to our
readers who evinced interest in our ar'.
ticle last year regarding the swallows
that this year our little friends have
returned to us on the same date (March
19) that they go to the San. Juan Capis
trano Mission each year, and we are de
lighted that their Group Spirit guided
them to return to us who welcome them.

Last year the nests numbered in tho
thirties, but this year we have one
hundred and three nests. 'These nests
are very interesting to observe, for there
are no two built exactly alike, showing a
certain amount of individuality even
when led by the Group Spirit. Some are
cone shaped, others round like a water
pitcher, with a narrow neck serving as
an entrance, and they are turned in va
rious directions. It is also interesting to
watch them build their homes. They
go to that part of the garden where a
hose is turned on, making the ground
muddy. 'This mud they roll into little
pellets and then fly nestward to fasten
each little piece painstakingly to the
others. As it takes the pair about five
to seven days to complete the nest, the
amount of work involved can well be·
imagined.

The dainty white, brown-speckled

egg shells have been thrown from the
nests recently, and this means that the
babies have arrived, and soon the littlo
ones will be learning to fly. As there
are three or·four in a nest, we will have
quite a colony of swallows.

# # # #t #t #

Among recent visitors at Mt. Eecle
sia was a representative of the Nor
wegian delegation attending the United
Nations Conference at San Francisco.
He is Lieutenant Olav Flatobo of the
Aviation Corps of Norway, and has
been in this country 'since the outbreak

•

of hostilities in Norway. It was with
much interest and satisfaction that we
had :firsthand information from the
conference through meeting Lieut.
Flatobo, and we were pleased to be told
that his. impressions of the conference
made him assured of the sincerity of
purpose of the delegates.

By profession Mr. Flatobo is a mu
sician and artist, and plans at the close
of the war to return to Norway, and
resume his work. He was most kind in
expressing his appreciation of Mt.
Beclesia, and stated that he intends
bringing his wife here later for a more
or less extended visit. We are verv
pleased to state that he enrolled in both
our Astrology and Philosophy corre
spondence classes.

#t #t #t # # #t $t ft

The beautiful souls of the world have
an art of sacred alchemy, by which bit
terness is converted into kindness, the
gall of human experience into gentle
ness, ingratitude into benefits insults
into pardon. And the transformation
should become so easy and habitual that
the lookers-on may think it sponta
neous, and give us no credit for it.

Amiel's Journal.
* * *

The new 1946 Ephemeris is just off
the press. Order your copy now!
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Center and Study Group Activities
Of The Rosicrucian Fellowship

[IN
sundry and divers ways there

is a movement abroad today to
''make goodness as attractive as

evil." We are inclined to have eyes
and ears only for the disastrous ; we
read newspaper accounts of murders,
hates, and heinous war atrocities. It
is well that we know about these, for as

responsible citizens of the world we
must know conditions as they actually
exist, if we would correct them rather
than be overwhelmed by them. But
let us also be on the alert for evidence
of the activity of the Elder Brothers,
those progressive Beings who work with
humanity silently, secretly, but power
fully, from behind the scenes. Max
Heindel stated that there has never been
a darker age, from the spiritual stand
point, than the last three hundred years
of materialism. Yet ''every attempt
to enlighten the people and awaken in
them a desire to cultivate the spiritual
side of life, is an evidence of the activ
ity of the Elder Brothers.'

Darryl F. Zanuck's article "The
Good Men Do'' in This Week Magazine
some little time ago is an instance of
this activity. Questioning the famous
lines • of Shakespeare :

'' The evil that
men do lives after them; the good is oft
interred with their bones,'' he cites
cases proving the opposite : George
Washington, of the Colonial aristocracy,
with assured position, respect, and
money, had little to gain when he threw

in his lot with the Revolution. "De-
feat-and the odds often seemed insur
mountable-would bring ostracism and
contempt, the loss of all he held dear,
and perhaps death. He did not hold
back. He threw it all in the scales. In
so doing, he brought a great nation int9 '

being.'
Abraham Lincoln might have com

promised, probably escaping agony of
heart and mind, and perhaps have been

spared a martyr's death. ... 'Today peo
ple stand reverently before his statue to
find solace and courage. Mr. Zariuck
concludes with these· words: "Goodness
is never lost-no matter who performs
it, or where. Your name may not live
in history books-but your influence
can live in the memories of your family,
your friends, and your community. Sue
cess or failure, every man has the op
portunity to leave that great heritage.
He can be a flaming spirit who lights
the way to a better and more decent
world. Your immortality lies in you
and in the things you do now. For the
good you do lives afteryou.'

Every night at midnight there is a
Service in their European Temple
where the Elder Brothers of the Rosi
erucian Order, assisted by Lay Broth
ers, gather up the thoughts of sensuality, 1

greed, selfishness, and materialism, and
transmute them into pure love, benev
olenee, altruism, and spiritual aspira-
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The Rosicrucian Fellowship
World Headquarters

OCEANSIDE, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.

tions, and send them back into the
world to uplift and encourage all Good.

ROSARIO, ARGENTINA

We were very much pleased to receive
recently from this group of friends a
beautiful heavy parchment, approxi
mately 18 inches by 24 inches, with the
original signature of each member pres
ent when the Rosario Study Group
(Santa Fe branch) formally became
chartered and consecrated their Center,
on October 15, 1944, an historic date for
them. Although we did not count them
all, there were over one hundred signa
tures.

This speaks well for our Rosario
friends. We shall keep them in our
prayers, that the work begun with such
enthusiasm and zeal may be blessed and
magnified, and that the humanitarian
efforts of these sincere souls may be an
instrument for righteousness and upliftment in their locality.

READING FOR CHILD
(Continued from page 366)

and will aid Virginia in overcoming the
square from Saturn to Sun, as Mars is
the power and energy that reinforces
the will of the Sun.

The Dragon's Head and Tail are in
the 1st and 7th houses ( Cancer and
Capricorn)the lessons in the home
(the Jupiter side) will be the guidingfactor in Virginia's status in the world
(the Saturn side). Jupiter, the bal
anee wheel, is in Virgo, the sign of ser
vice as well as health, and in the 4th
house, home of the Dragon's Head. Vir.
ginia's lesson is to learn patience, will
ingness to work and while ambitious
not to place it first, but to seek first the
Kingdom of Heaven and all other thingswill be added.

This is a fine chart, bright, workable,and livable as well as lovable. Kindness
rather than stern discipline should be
the keynote used in the guidance of
this unusual girl.
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CORNELIA'S ADVENTURE

(Continued from page 379)
'' This is the main entrance gate. Look

at it, Cornelia ! It is made of solid gold,
every bit of it. My two faithful help
ers, Alfie and Nixie, laughed when you
mentioned ' Antimock,' because it means
'anti-mock' or 'against mockery.' "

"It's a most beautiful gate, King
Murel,'' said Cornelia, admiring the
cleverly carved garlands of flowers on
its surface. "I have never seen any
thing like it before.''

"H'm,'' said the king proudly, "of
course you haven't! I designed it my
self and directed its construction from
beginning to end.'' Then touching his
diamond scepter in the center of a carved
golden :flower, the gate opened and they
entered the palace grounds. On either
side were walls of green and turquoise
blue rock flecked with silver, bearing
the king's name and seal. Ahead loomed
the underground castle, with crystal
windows studded with emeralds, sap
phires, rubies, and other precious stones.
Ramparts and battlements galore cas
tellated the whole appearance of the
structure and gave it strength like that
of a fortress.

Cornelia exclaimed delightedly to the
complete satisfaction of the little king.'' Took me one hundred years to build
it !

'' boasted he. 'Had trouble, too
in fact, still do. The Rankites keep dis
puting the throne. Some silly notion
of theirs. Claim I usurped the sue
cession-I, the Murel? Indeed not! No,
the Rankites are upstarts. Never rated
anything closer than a cousinship at
best. Therefore, the watch towers and
battlements. Wish the Rankites would
do more work and less trouble making,''
he finished. Cornelia had listened re
spectfully, and now another gate was
reached. This one was carved of solid
silver and not as large as the first gate.

''Ho-poko-komoko?'' challenged the
sentry.

(To be Concluded)

Groups in Other Countries
AFRICA

Kumasi, G. C.Ben T. Vormawah, Box 69.
Kaduna, Nigeria.c]o P. A. Fragoso,

P. & T. Wireless Station.
Lagos, Nigeria.-P. O. Box 202.
Obuasi, G. C.-P. O. Box 43.
Sekondi, G. C.-P. O. Box 224.
Takoradi, G. C.c]lo E. Oben Torkonoo.

ARGENTINA
Buenos AiresCarabobo 836
Buenos AiresSan Nicolas 267.
RosarioCalle Santa Fe, N. 2450.
RosarioPueyrredon 1431.

AUSTRALIA
Sydney, N.S.W.-2 Cronulla St., Carlton.

BELGIUM
Brussels-74 rue Stevens Delannoy.

BRAZIL
Porto Alegre.-Rio Grande del Sur, Rua

Santa Ana 303.
Rio de Janeiro.-Flamengo Rua Sendor,

Correa 62, Apto. 301.
Rio de JaneiroRua Costa Bastos, 74. Sta.

Teresa.
Sao Paulo.Rua 24 de Maio, 534° Andar.
Sao Palo.Caixa Postel 2994.
Sao Paulo.Caixa 3551.
Sao Paulo.Rua Sena Madureira 472.

BRITISH GUIANA
Georgetown.69 Brickdam.

CHILE
Antofagasta.-Atacama No. 411.
Antofagasta.Casilla 365.
Santiago.-Calle Dominica 25.
Valparaiso.Casilla No. 3100.
Vina del Mar.Acon., Arlegui 1124.

CUBA
Havana.San Francisco 473, Vibora.

ENGLAND
Liverpool.7I Upper Huskisson St. Tele

phone, Heswall, 304.
Lodon.-39 Cleveland Sq., Bayswater W. 2.

MEXICO
Guadalajara.Jalisco, San Luis Potosi 112.
Merida, Yu.Calla 41 No. 496.
Meaico City.-Apdo No. 1680.
Merico City.-San Luis 192-B.

NEW ZEALAND
Ackland.3 City Rd., Auckland C. 1.
Christchurch.4 Holland St. Avonside.

PARAGUAY
Asuncion.-Louis Alberto de Herrera, Re

publica Francesa.
Asuncion.Garibaldi 118.

PORTUGAL
Lisbon.Sr. Francisco Marquez Rodrigue,

Rua Alves Correia 39-1°,
Lisbon.-Villa Nova de Gala, Aven. da

Republica No. 1222.
URUGUAY

Montevideo.Galicia, 2133.



Los Angeles, Calif.The Church of Light,
2337 Coral St.

First Temple & College of Astrology,
733 S. Burling'on Ave.

Philosophical Research Society, 3341
Griffith Park Blvd.

The Stellar Ministry, 620 S. Virgil Ave.
Florence I. Virden, 4544 Ben .Ave.,

North Hollywood. .

Chas. H. Wolfram, 11514 S. Broadway.
Manila, P. I.-H. F. Tibayan, 1324 Espiritu
-". St. Singalong Sub-Division.

Merrick, L. I., N. Y.-Disciples' Retreat,
Gormley Ave. and Nassau St.

Minneapolis, Minn.Powers Mercantile Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.Astrological Study Studio

922 N. 27th St..··

Dealers Carrying[The}Rosicrucian Fellowship Publications
All Rosicrucian Fellowship Centers also carry Fellowship Publications.

Akron, Ohio.Burt G. Smith, 612 Mero- Des Forges & Co., 427 E. Wisconsin Ave.
politan bldg. New York, N.Y.The Baker & Taylor Co.,

Atlanta, Ga.-Kimsey's Book Shop, 129 56 5h Ave.
Caregie way, N.W. Brentano's, L West 47th St.

Baltimore, a.-lne Remington-Putnam Doubleday Doran Book Shops, 244
Book Co., 347 N. Charles St. Madison St.

Bllingham, was.w. C. Orrill, 1237 The Gateway, 30 East 60th St.
State St. Harmony Book Shop, 112 W. 49th St.

Boston, Mass.etaphysical Club, 25 Hunt- Macoy hub. & Masonic Supply Co., 35
ington Ave.' W.32nd St.

Buenos Aires, Argenine.-Nicholas B. Kier, Oakland, Calif.The Holmes Book Co., 274
Talcahuano, 1075. 14th St.

Calgary, Alta., Canada.J. J. Gamache, Institute of Discernment, 327 17th St.
1002 1st St. W. Philadelphia, Pa.Archway Book Store,

Capetown, South Africa.Utting & Fair- 47 N. 9th St.
brother, Ltd., 129 Longmarket St. Leary, Stuart Co., 9 S. 9th St.

Chicago, Ill.Brentano's, 29 S. Wabash Ave. John Wanamaker.
Fellowship Book Supply, 326 S. Camp- Portland, Maine.-Loring, Short & Harmon.

bell Ave. Portland, Ore.Hyland's Old Book Store,
D. G. Nelson, 619 N. State St.. 913 S. W. 4th Ave.
Ralph H. Creasy, 32 North State St. Reading, Pa.-Chas. M. Stein, 460 S. 3rd St.

Room 1610. Office hours 9 A.M. Roches.er, N. Y.-Clinton Book Shop, 103
to 9 P.M. Clinton Avenue S.

Cincinnati, Ohio.John G. Kidd & Son, Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah.-Sheppard Book Co.,
19 East 4th St. 408 S. State St.

Fountain News Shop, 426 Walnut St. Wilson's Book Exchange, 113 East
Cleveland, Ohio.'The Burrows Bros. Co., 2nd South St.

633 Euclid Avenue. San Diego, Calif.Alcove Book Shop, 816
Colombo, Ceylon.Frewin & Co., 40, Baillie Broadway.

St., Fort. San Francisco, Calif.-Metaphysical Li-
Columbus, Ohio.-McClelland & Co., 100 N. brary & Book Shop, 177 Post St.

High St. Metaphysical Town-Hall Library, 435
Dallas, Texas.Schmalzried Book Shop. Powell St.

1023 Main St. San Francisco News Co., 657 Howard.
Detroit, Mich.-A. E. Arbuckle, 9333 Carle- San Jose, Calif.Metaphysical Center, 80

ton Ave. E. San Fernando.
Temple of Light-140 Edison Ave.

C;
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Grand Rapids, Mich.Raymer's Book Store, Santa Barbara, Calif.Lewis )istributing

5 North Division St. Co., 705 W. Micheltorena St.

Heswall, Ches., England.-Mrs. Beryl Sp. Copeland Book Shop, 1124 State St.

Dean, 'The Sun Dial. Santa Monica, Calif.-Diane Van, 613

Kansas City, Kans.Astro Science Pub. Santa Monica Blvd.

Co., 723 Highland Ave. Seattle, Wash.-The Aquarian Age Studio,
Kansas City, Mo.-T. O. Cramer Book Rm. 611, 1305 3rd Ave.

Sore, 1321 Grand Ave. The Bookmart, 622 Pike St.

London, N. 14, England.L. N. Fowler & Raymer's Old Book Store, 905 3rd Ave.

C• Ltd 5 C
• A S th t Spokane, Wash.-Clark's Old Book Store,. o. ·· orr1 ve., iou' .gate.

Margaret Grant, 35 Cranley Gardens, 831_Main_Ave.
S. W. 7. St. Louis, Mo.-Doubleday, Doran Book

Shops, 310 N. 8th St.
St. Paul, Minn.St. Paul Book & Sta. Co.,

55 E. 6th St.
St. Petersburg, Fla.-K-B Printing Co., 550

. Central Ave.
Sydney, Australia.Dymock's Book Arcade

Ltd., 424-426 George St. '

Syracuse, N. Y.-Florence M. Simon, 547
Delaware St.

Tacoma, Wash.C. A. Thorell, 708 St.
Helens Ave.

Tampa, Fla.-E. M. Holder, 1002 Horatio.
Washington, D. C.-Henry Austin, 909

- Ridge Road, S. E.
Oriental Esoteric Library, 3217 Con

necticut Ave. N. W.
West Hartford, Conn.The Case Book

Shops, 16 La Salle Road.
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Mysteries«we Great Operas
By MAx HEINDEL

• FAUST
• PARSIFAL
• LOHENGRIN
• TANNHAUSER
• RING of the NIEBELUNG

A MYTH, stated Max Heindel, is a casket containing at
timcs the deepest and most prccious jewels

of esoteric truth. . •·
THE OCCULT INTERPRETATION OF THESE WELL-LOVED

OPERAS SIMPLY PRESENTED

176 pages cloth bound $1.50 prepaid--•-----------·•-■-■-•H•-•-•-•-■---•-• _,,•-■■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■-■ -■-■-■e

SIMPLIFIED SCIENTIFIC

ASTROLOGY
By MAx HEINDEL

Complete, simple instructions for setting up your own natal chart.
Your horoscope is the key to your soul and your destinystudy
your chart and you will have a better understanding of your
complex nature.

Learn to work with the Laws that govern your life; help others
(as well as yourself) in difficult times of crisis.

Signs and Houses Table of Logarithms

'Tables of Planetary Hours, showing the planetary ruler of
each hour of the day.

198 pages cloth bound $1.50 prepaid

Ooanside, California, U.8.A.
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±To Help YOU in Your Modern
't! World-

£ t

$2.00 Prepaid

•

Cloth Bound

Paper Bound, 75 Cents, d for $2.00 Prepaid

•

702 Pages

PARTIAL CONTENTS

Man, and Method of Evolution
Visible and Invisible Worlds '.

•

Science of Death, the Beneficence '

of Purgatory, Life in Heaven
Preparations for Rebirth
The Law of Consequence
The Relation of Man to God
Genesis and Evolution of Our'.

Solar System; Chaos the Seed
Ground of Cosmos

Birth of the Planets; Planetary
Spirits

Sixteen Paths to Destruction
Christ and His· Mission
Future Development and Initiation
The Method of Acquiring First-
Hand Knowledge

By MAX HEINDEL

I ROSIERUEIRI

CD 5 m D·

EC0IECEPTIDn

Whence have we come? Why are we
here! Whither are we going! 'The idea
that nothing can be definitely known
about these matters of deepest interest
to humanity is grossly erroneous.

Each and every one, without excep
tion, may become capable of obtaining
firsthand, definite information upon this
subject; may personally investigate the
state of the human spirit both before
birth and after death.

• • •

Application Blanki

}fi
PHILOSOPHY

The How and Why of Rebirth
'

How to Reap Good Karma
-The Peril of Materialism

Where Are the Dead?
'

;} ASTROLOGY
i

THE ROSICRUCIAN FELLOWSHIP
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Correspondence
Courses

The Rosicrucian Fellowship
Oceanside, California, U.S.A.

KINDLY ENROLL ME AS A STUDENT OF THE

ROSICRUCIAN PHILOSOPHY - ASTROLOGY -
BIBLE STUDY.

Name

Street

Teaches you to erect and judge
'?your own horoscope, that you may
.#regulate your life to best ad
: . yantage.

BILE STUDY
i €.-
,"New light on Inner Truths of the

,'Scriptures.
These Spiritual 'Teachings are Free

expense of printing, mailing, ete., is

met by love offerings from students and
friends.

!"

City ·-·-···························· State
_.

.

(Underline Course Desired)

THE ROSICRUCIAN FELLOW'SHIP

Oceanside, California, U.8.A.


